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we 

The new Local Church Profile is not just for congregations in search of a 

pastor. All congregations are encouraged to engage in its process of 

discovery every 3-5 years. The UCC Local Church Profile reflects 

valuable data, assesses ministry, clarifies change, and helps advance the 

calling of the congregation. Not just to be completed by a search 

committee – the more participation, the better!  

MINISTERIAL EXCELLENCE, 
SUPPORT & AUTHORIZATION 
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POSITION POSTING 

LISTING INFORMATION 

SCOPE OF WORK 

COMPENSATION & SUPPORT 

WHO IS GOD CALLING TO MINISTER WITH US? 

 

 

 

LISTING INFORMATION           

 

Church name: Congregational Church of Henniker 

Street address: 33 Maple Street, Henniker, NH, 03242 

Supplemental web links:  

CCOH FB page: https://www.facebook.com/CCoH03242/  

CCOH Stargifts FB page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1486862788117136/?source_id=2368453123199620 

CCOH website: https://www.churchofhenniker.org .  

To view the CCoH weekly eBlast go to the CCOH website > MORE tab > Weekly News 

 

Additional ecumenical affiliations: None 

Conference: New Hampshire Conference of the United Church of Christ (NHCUCC) 

Association: Merrimack Association 

UCC Conference or Association Staff Contact Person (Name, Title, Phone, Email):  

Rev. Dr. Dawn C. Berry 

Search and Call Consultant 

30 Old Putney Hill Rd 

Hopkinton, NH 03229 

603-496-2335 

 

Summary Ministry Description:  

In a short paragraph, reflect on where your church is going and what it might look like when you get 

there. What do you need to get there? Who are you seeking to join you on this part of your church’s 

faith journey?  

It’s very clear, as one reads the profile, that music has been a major influence in the church’s identity for 

many years. The fact that we are in a state of transition with our ministry of music, currently seeking our 

next music director, has required members to articulate an identity that is not centered on music. This is 

both a challenge and an opportunity. While music may not currently define who we are, we have 

discovered new aspects of our ministry and identity during this interim time. Particularly, an inclusive, 

transparent, and engaging governance structure; a dynamic and experiential worship experience; a 

growing ministry with children and youth; and a shared responsibility for member care have all revealed 

additional facets of our ministry and identity.  We are looking for a pastor who will continue to develop 

these new avenues of growth, as well as offer leadership in communal discernment to clarify our 

https://www.facebook.com/CCoH03242/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1486862788117136/?source_id=2368453123199620
https://www.churchofhenniker.org/
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identity, as we seek to establish and grow ministries that address the needs of members and the wider 

community.  

  

 

 

What we value about living in our area:   

In addition to our local parks and the Contoocook River, we are just minutes from our state capital 

in Concord, and approximately an hour from the mountains, the ocean, and all that Boston has to 

offer. Here in Henniker, we are fortunate to have a good school system, coupled with the assets 

that New England College can offer the community. The Henniker Tucker Free Library also boasts 

the recent honor of receiving the 2018 NHLTA Library of the Year award. More to the point, 

Henniker is home.  It is a safe, quiet, small, rural town where the residents are largely pleasant and 

helpful to one another.  We are a community of people that genuinely cares for the environment 

they are afforded and the relationships they share with others. 

 
Current size of membership: 87 (62 active members, 25 active non-members) 

 

Languages used in ministry (other than English): None 

 

Position Title: Pastor 

 

Position Duration: 

Settled – a called position intended for longer-term ministry in which the minister moves church 

membership to the congregation and moves standing to related association 

Compensation Level: ¾ Time 

 

Does the total support package meet conference compensation guidelines? Yes 
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SCOPE OF WORK            

Distribution of Pastoral Time 

 

 

Task ¾-time 

32 hours/week 

8 units* 

 

Worship Prep 2 units Continue to nurture a Worship Team 

that can participate in worship 

planning and leadership, when 

requested by the pastor 

Worship Leadership 1 unit  

Pastoral Care 

(visits, notes, calls, weddings, 

funerals) 

1 unit Continue to work in partnership with 

the Member Care team in sharing the 

caring responsibilities 

Administration 

(meetings, e-mail, staff 

supervision, equipping leaders, 

involvement in wider church, 

troubleshooting) 

2 units Continue to identify and equip lay 

leaders to optimize the functioning of 

the new governance structure 

(especially faithful financial 

development and stewardship) and 

church administrator. The goal is to 

reduce administrative micromanaging 

to free the pastor to perform other 

pastoral duties.  

Education/Outreach 

(spiritual growth opportunities 

for children, youth, adults; 

involvement in the church’s 

local ministries and town 

partnerships; continuing 

education for pastor) 

2 units This focuses the time and energies of 

the pastor on growth, in a variety of 

ways 

TOTAL 8 units  

 

*A unit of time is a 3-4-hour period, typically morning, afternoon, or evening. 

 

Core Competencies:  

Through a congregational survey, focus group discussions, and search team discernment, the 

following three core competencies were identified as foundational for our next minister. 

  

Spiritual-an inspiring and creative worship leader, who also supports spiritual formation in 

members of all ages 

  

Relational-an adept relationship builder with strong interpersonal skills, who is eager to develop 

partnerships and relationships in the community, as well as among the membership 

  

Open to shared leadership-a nurturer of a shared vision and communal participation with the 

congregation 
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Pentacost Sunday 

 

 

 

COMPENSATION AND SUPPORT          

 

Salary Basis (from the Call Agreement Workbook, equal to Cash Salary plus Value of 

Parsonage/Housing Allowance): $ 85,997.00 (subject to adjustment depending on years of service as a 

pastor and level of education).  

 

Benefits (choose one): Salary plus Benefits 

 

What is the expected living situation for your next minister (e.g. parsonage, living nearby with a 

housing allowance, living elsewhere to commute as needed)? Parsonage 

 

Comment on the residential/commuting expectations for your next minister.  This question was 

posed to the church members and friends via an on-line questionnaire. Forty-six percent prefer our new 

pastor to reside in Henniker, followed by 23% who don’t have a strong opinion. Other options that 

round out the responses include: within a 30-minute drive, in a near-by town like Hillsboro, Weare or 

Bedford, or within a 45-minute drive.  Member and friend responses helped to inform our final decision 

to seek a pastor who will reside in the parsonage, one block from the church, while serving at the 

Congregational Church of Henniker.  

 

State any incentives: None at this time. 

 

Describe peer and professional supports available for ministers in your association/conference:  
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The New Hampshire Conference is committed to offering continuing education and support for 

ministers serving in the Conference. They offer peer support groups, workshops, and clergy days to 

support ministers in their practice. While the Merrimack Association doesn’t meet regularly, they do 

occasionally offer continuing education opportunities. 

 

If applicable, describe how your church will adopt part-time adjustments in the pastoral schedule 

to support a minister’s bi-vocational employment:  

As we move towards the new potential of a part-time pastorate, the congregation is committed to 

working with the pastor in finding a mutually fulfilling solution. 

 

WHO IS GOD CALLING TO MINISTER WITH US?       

 

Describe the ministry goals you envision your next minister co-collaborating with the congregation 

to achieve. 

It has become clear, as we have worked on this profile, that our congregation does not have a clear 

sense of its identity.  Music has been a marker of CCoH for many years and has sustained us 

through times of challenge.  The music program is currently in a state of transition and it has been 

difficult to find leadership, which has been a significant disappointment for some in the 

congregation. We will work with our new minister to build a ministry that engages the needs of all 

members.   
  
Past leadership has not encouraged our church community to discover who we want to be as a 

church. We will work closely with a new minister to define our sense of identity—purpose and 

vision—and develop goals toward that end.  
  
Providing a multisensory worship experience that touches the congregation using song, color, 

active participation, and creativity is something we have learned to value during this interim time, 

and it is something we want to continue.  Additionally, we greatly value our recently established 

governance model and would want our new minister to support us in continuing to grow into 

this.  The furthering of our small group ministries is happening organically in the congregation, but 

it is another area that should be nurtured by our incoming minister, as we see this having great 

potential.   
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Pentecost Sunday – “Change Lives Here”  Advent – Pop-up Pageant  

        

 
 

Describe how your vision of the minister you are now seeking will assist the congregation in 

making an impact beyond its walls.  

 

During this interim time, we have had the opportunity to understand the demographics of the Henniker 

community and see the opportunities they provide for ministry. Communities that are growing in 

Henniker are single-female-led families and retirees. As the only mainline Protestant congregation in 

town, and centrally located, we believe we could be the spiritual center for seekers of all ages. We have 

also identified some areas of ministry that are important to our congregation through surveys and focus 

groups, including the outreach ministries described elsewhere in this profile. We envision our next 

minister working in partnership with our congregation to find ways to weave the church into the fabric 

of Henniker community life.  We want Henniker to know that we are alive, caring, loving, and relevant.  

In addition, we expect that the new minister will support our most impactful ministry, The New Life 

Thrift Shop, by participating on the Thrift Shop Advisory Team and becoming familiar with its day-to-

day operations. 

 

 

Specify language requirements or culturally-specific capacities preferred in a next ministerial 

leader, and why those matter to the congregation’s sense of calling. None 

 

Based on what you have learned about who your church is, who your church’s neighbor is, and 

who God is calling the church to become, describe four areas of excellence from The Marks of 

Faithful & Effective Authorized Ministry that your next minister will display to further equip the 

congregation’s ministry in these areas.   

 

1. Loving God, following Jesus Christ, and being guided by the Holy Spirit; living a life of 

discipleship.  We seek a pastor with a deep personal faith and strong moral character who is 

committed to spiritual development. 
2. Understanding the power of the Holy Spirit at work through the elements of Christian worship 

to nurture faith. The worship experience is very important to us, and we seek a pastor who will 
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engage the worshippers on an emotional level, while also honoring the story of the Christian 

tradition, creatively inviting worshippers into an engaged experience that may primarily lead to a 

change of heart, in addition to stimulating the mind. 

3. Leading faith formation effectively across generations.  We want to continue to support our 

newly formed youth program as well as continue to develop adult faith building programs such as 

the Spiritual Autobiography Book Group and the Men’s Breakfast Discussion Group. We have made 

progress in this area of ministry, and we would like to continue to build on these with our new 

pastor. 

4. Building relationships of mutual trust and interdependence.  We have been working hard to 

nurture interdependence and trust within and beyond our church. The new governance structure we 

have adopted and implemented fosters this, and we seek a pastor who will help us to continue to 

grow into this structure.   

 

WHO IS GOD CALLING US TO BECOME? 
“You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, 

and with all your mind.” (Matthew 22:37 NRSV) 

 

 

 

 

 

Who is God calling you to become as a congregation? 

The Congregational Church of Henniker is situated near the center of town and serves as an anchor and 

beacon of faith for the community and beyond. The church steeple, clock, and bell (which rings hourly) 

are visual and audible reminders of our presence in the community.  

  

We recognize the importance of our presence as being a faith center that promotes one’s personal faith 

journey, as well as being a safety net to some individuals and families through the ministry of the New 

Life Thrift Shop and other local mission work described throughout this profile.  We feel we are called 

to continue along this path. We seek to increase our presence in the community so that more people 

“will find their way here,” as we say on our website. Becoming Open and Affirming; offering an 

accessible, non-judgmental, safe place to calm and restore one’s soul; and supporting our local 

community through our steadfast presence and caring actions are specific ways we believe we can 

continue to grow into what God is calling us to become as a congregation.  We hope our new pastor will 

help facilitate the Open and Affirming discernment process; help us work toward making our spaces 

accessible to all, especially the second floor of the Parish Hall; and cultivate a culture of kindness and 

joy by example. 

 

The imagery of Psalm 23 brings comfort and solace to many.  These words of that psalm model what the 

CCoH strives to provide to worshippers, whether they attend service weekly, periodically, or are just 

passing through. To those who enter our doors, we hope to provide an experience that is inspiring, 

whether it be for celebration, comfort in the midst of turmoil, or simply a time to commune with God.   
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Describe how God is calling you to reach out to address the emerging challenges and opportunities 

of your community and congregation.  

Being a church in 2019, from providing meaningful worship experiences that meet the needs of a 

diverse worshipping community to managing the budget and physical plant, is different than in years 

past. Worship attendance and commitment to the community and ministry of the congregation is not a 

given. We struggle to be a priority in the lives of our Henniker neighbors, so we are taking stock and 

working hard to be relevant in this day and age and creating opportunities that engage current members 

and friends, as we also seek to broaden our reach into the community. 

  

One opportunity (experiment) that was initiated within that past year and a half is the new governance 

structure which encourages church members and friends to engage in the ministries they have a passion 

for and nurture communal ownership of the ministry. In the former structure, leadership was spending a 

lot of time trying to convince people to commit to multi-year terms and spend more time around the 

meeting table. Finding people to serve on one of the many committees was a challenge. We believe this 

experiment offers more time and opportunity for members and friends to focus on ways to serve the 

wider community more effectively. In fact, the church formally adopted this change in governance 

structure at the CCoH Annual Meeting in February 2019.   

  

Another opportunity, which is an off-shoot of the change in governance structure, is the change in the 

role and responsibilities of the worship team. Prior to the revision of the governance structure, the role 

of the “deacons” was to be caretakers of worship as well as members. Worship tasks were mainly 

logistics around serving communion and supporting special worship services. Member care was 

minimal. We separated those two responsibilities with the new governance structure because they are 

two very different functions and not all team members were “called” to do both. This has resulted in a 

worship team that has a more spiritual and reflective approach to worship planning, support and 

leadership; and the Member Care Team has significantly improved the way we care for each other.  

  

This interim time has afforded us the opportunity to pause and garner demographic and other pertinent 

information from the Mission InSite report, as well as CCoH focus group meetings and a church-wide 

survey. We don’t have all of the answers, however, we are moving in the right direction and want to 

continue to partner with our new pastor to make the church community and ministry more accessible 

and fulfilling for 21
st
-century families.   

 

WHO ARE WE NOW?  
“You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” (Matthew 22:39 NRSV) 

CONGREGATIONAL REFLECTIONS 

11-YEAR REPORT 

CONGREGATIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS 

PARTICIPATION AND STAFFING 

CHURCH FINANCES 

HISTORICAL INFORMATION 
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CONGREGATIONAL REFLECTIONS         

 

Describe your congregation’s life of faith.  

According to our mission statement, “The Congregational Church of Henniker seeks to lead parishioners 

toward a closer walk with God, a life of striving to follow the teaching, ministry and mission of Jesus 

Christ.”  In reality, we do, indeed, seek to pursue that closer walk by living in ways that express God’s 

justice and demonstrate God’s love. 

CCoH is a safe, welcoming, and sacred place and community in which we gather to worship and glorify 

God.  Our ministry of worship and outreach provides a foundation of faithfulness and encourages the 

enterprise of missions that may serve the needs of others. Our passionate focus is for the wellbeing of 

the local community. The outreach into the local community extends beyond the Sunday worship 

service. Our membership lives its faith through a variety of different outreach projects, which include 

the following. 

 Food 4 Friends: collaborates with the Henniker Community School nurse in identifying youth 

who need nutritional support on weekends throughout the school year; provides a sack of 

food/meals to local youth to address their food needs through the weekend, until they return to 

school on Monday  

 Family Promise: partners with the local Roman Catholic Church and other churches throughout 

greater Concord in an effort to support families in transition by providing housing and meals to 

families for one week per quarter  

 Weekly collection for food pantry: a large basket is set in the front of the sanctuary each week 

to receive food donations, which are delivered to the local food pantry   

 Giving Tree: an effort shared with local churches and businesses, providing Christmas gifts and 

food to local families in need 

 New Life Thrift Shop: staffed by 25 volunteers and a coordinator, who receives a stipend, the 

shop is an affordable retail outlet in Henniker, offering gently-used clothing, accessories, and 

household goods.  

 Health Ministry – monthly blood pressure screenings by a church member who is a registered 

nurse and fills the role of Parish Nurse. 

 AA and Al-Anon – CCoH has been a meeting spot for AA for approximately 30 years. 

Recently, it has become a meeting location for Al-Anon--for adults and young adults--which is 

facilitated by two church members.  
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Food4Friends preparations 

           Giving Tree presentation 

 
    

 

Describe several strengths or positive qualities of your congregation. 

The Congregational Church of Henniker exhibits numerous positive qualities. We are a stoic people who 

care about and for each other, as well as the community at large. Nonetheless, there are some cracks in 

that stoicism. On any given Sunday, during the time for community prayers, members and friends are 

becoming more and more open to sharing their joys, concerns, and God sightings with the gathered 

community. 

Challenges within the church are met with a positive can-do attitude, accompanied by diligent action by 

a core group of dedicated leaders.  The start-up of the New Life Thrift Shop a decade ago is the most 

significant example of that resolve and attitude in action. Not only does it support the community in 

times of need, but the proceeds also constitute a significant portion of CCoH’s operating budget. It is a 

success story. 

Coupled with the can-do attitude is a solid level of volunteerism. This was realized at our annual 

meeting held in February 2019.  While seated at the luncheon meeting, various groups were identified 

and participants were asked to stand for recognition. Very few remained seated by the time all of the 

groups were recognized.   

An emerging strength is the new governance structure, which was adopted during the 2019 Annual 

Meeting and is described elsewhere in this profile. With the change of the governing structure, we are 

spending less time around the meeting table and more time in small groups experiencing shared 

interests, such as a yoga/exercise group, spiritual autobiography book group, a men’s breakfast group, 

and an “Arts and Crafts for Goodness Sake” group. 
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A universal quality that resonates from the membership is our attitude when invited to support the 

ministry through special offerings such as the “bridge the gap” campaign to help meet our budget needs 

and an annual concert and special collection to support Delfeayo Marsalis’ Uptown Music program, 

which uses music and theater arts to empower young people. 

The Congregational Church of Henniker sits right in the center of town and with its working Paul 

Revere Bell and steeple clock, it is a beacon of light, inspiration, hope, and safety in the community. We 

are within walking distance to New England College, Henniker Elementary and Middle School, and 

White Birch Community Center; with whom we share some level of partnership. 

 

Describe what worship is like when your congregation gathers.  

It's 9:50 a.m. on a Sunday morning, and the church members and friends have begun to gather, being 

greeted by church members as they arrive. There is a murmur of conversation, people greeting and 

catching up with each other. There is a positive energy of camaraderie and friendship in the air. People 

begin to settle into their self-appointed pews and quietly prepare for the service. New families and 

friends are arriving to witness the baptism of an infant, a ritual that is personal and sacramental. 

They say that over time a church's congregation becomes a reflection of their pastor. That statement 

holds true for the Congregational Church of Henniker. Our service is loosely based on the Revised 

Common Lectionary.  We do follow the liturgical calendar but trust our interim pastor to be inspired and 

led by the Spirit. Each week is a new experience, one that we all look forward to. Services are 

interactive (e.g., a congregational pop-up Christmas pageant, communal rituals, and congregational 

conversations), inspiring, and thought provoking. They are experiential more than academic. 

Traditionally, the services are enriched by music and the choir, though, at present, we are going through 

a transition in leadership of the music ministry. In the meantime, we appreciate the gifts of church 

members in providing music during the worship services.   The delivery of the weekly reflection is 

casual, thoughtful, and appealing to the congregation. A positive energy is blooming in the church. 

There is a growing number of young families and couples that attend church on Sundays. These same 

adults who are filling the pews are also volunteering their talents in various ways supporting the 

ministries of the church. This new energy is a direct reflection of our interim pastor and her style of 

leading worship. 
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Pick-up choir 

 
 

Describe the educational program/faith formation vision of your church.  

At present, children under the age of 10 or 11 are invited to participate in the Rise and Shine ministry, 

which takes place during worship on Sunday morning.  Children join the congregation for the beginning 

of worship, and then they leave for faith building activities in the Parish Hall classroom.  This year, the 

leaders have used the Dig In curriculum from Group Publishing. The program is led by church members, 

one of whom receives a small stipend.  Each week when the children leave the sanctuary to attend their 

activity, they do so while the congregation stands and sings “Rise and Shine” with great gusto and 

clapping.     

The ministry for middle school and early high school youth is just emerging in our church. There is 

energy from some young families and youth active in the church, as well as youth outside the church. 

This group has engaged in activities to promote a healthy growing environment, including spiritual 

reflection.  We are excited about the involvement of youth and the church members who have taken the 

lead with this ministry and look forward to its continued growth. 

Further faith formation opportunities may be found through the small group ministries, such as the 

spiritual autobiography book group or the Parables and Prayer gathering during the Lenten season. The 

book group participants planned and led a recent worship service.   Faith formation does not necessarily 

need to be found through a sanctioned gathering; it can be found through volunteering at the New Life 

Thrift Shop or any of the other missions. We look forward to developing more opportunities for faith 

formation with our new pastor. 
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Budding youth fellowship    Spring clean-up at Rush Square Senior Living 

 
 

 

 

Describe how your congregation is organized for ministry and mission.  

CCoH is operating with a new governance model, formally adopted at our 2019 Annual Meeting (note 

that CCoH did operate under this model in 2018 to experience the change prior to formal adoption). 

 Active church members and friends volunteer to serve on Ministry Teams. To give a visual, the Vision 

Team is the hub of the wheel, and the other teams are the surrounding spokes. Most teams meet 

collectively together once a month. We begin in a group setting for brainstorming around a particular 

question (“Speed Dating with the Spirit”), then break into our teams for an hour, regrouping afterward 

for a roundup session to share information and exchange ideas among the teams.  We are pleased with 

the improved collaboration and communication among the leadership teams. The teams that make up the 

CCoH governing body include: 

 The Vision Team (5 members + pastor) 

 The Worship Team (8 members, led by the pastor) 

 The Personnel Team (4 members + pastor) 

 The Finance Team (8 members) 

 The Property Team (6 members) 

 The Member Care Team (9 members) 

 The New Life Thrift Shop Advisory Team (5 members) 

 The Pastor-Parish Relations Team (4 members + pastor) 

 

A benefit of this governance model is freeing up pastor time.  Prior to this change our pastor was, at 

times, overburdened with meetings.  
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When it comes to decision-making, how many hours are spent in meetings per month?  

Our new governance structure has reduced the amount of time our interim pastor spends in decision-

making meetings, thus allowing her more time to tend to other pastoral responsibilities. Approximately 

8-10 hours per month are spent in decision-making meetings. 

 2.5 hours – Monthly team meeting night   

 2.0 hours - Personnel team, monthly                                      

 2.0 hours - Pastor Parish team every other month             

 2.0 hours - Worship team every other month 

 2.0 hours - Special meetings (prep for pledge campaign, annual meeting) 

 

Think of a time when action had to be taken quickly, for example when a crisis or disaster 

occurred. How was that accomplished? 

Fortunately, the CCoH has not experienced a large-scale crisis or disaster. However, there have been 

occasions when timely responses to our community or church needs have been necessary.  For 

example, on September 11, 2001, our pastor opened the meetinghouse to the community for quiet 

prayer, reflection, and meditation, in response to the terrorist attacks. The CCoH-owned New Life 

Thrift Shop’s heating system experienced a blowback which spewed a film of heating oil throughout 

the store and caused significant damage to inventory. The store was closed for two weeks, while we 

worked with the insurance carrier. Volunteers assisted with the store clean-up, including taking bags 

of clothing home to be laundered. 

 Can you provide the next minister with a copy of an organization structure, bylaws 

and/or annual report to further explain the patterns of the church’s activity and 

governance?  

Yes.  Note that a new team was commissioned in March 2019 to review our bylaws and make 

appropriate recommendations. Annual Report – see Appendix B 
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11-YEAR REPORT            

 

 

CONGREGATIONAL DEMOGRAPHICS         

 

Describe those who participate in your church.  

  Is this number an estimate? (check if yes) 

Number of active members: 62  

Number of active non-members: 25  

Total of church participants (sum of the 

numbers above): 
87  

 

 

 

 

Percentage of total participants who have been in the church: 
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  Is this number an estimate? (check if yes) 

More than 10 years: 60% 

Percentages are based on members and friends 

who attended annual meeting and responded to 

this question after church service. 

Less than 10, more than 5 years: 19%  

Less than 5 years: 21%  

 

Number of total participants by age: 

0-11 12-17 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65-74 75+ 
Are these numbers an 

estimate? (check if yes) 

4 4 1 3 

 

 

 

4 

 

3 14 24 18 

Numbers are based on 

members and friends 

who attended annual 

meeting and responded 

to this question after 

church service. 

 

Percentage of adults in various household types: 

  Is this number an estimate? (check if yes) 

Single adults under 35: 2%  

Joint household with minors: 21%  

Single adults age 35-65: 7%  

Joint household with no minors: 57%  

Single adults over 65: 12%  

Other 1%  

 

Education level of adult participants by percentage: 

  Is this number an estimate? (check if yes) 

High school: 9% 

Percentages are based on members and friends 

who attended annual meeting and responded to 

this question after church service. 

College: 40%  

Graduate School: 39%  

Specialty Training: 9%  
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Other (please specify): 3%  

 

Percentage of adults in various employment types: 

  Is this number an estimate? (check if yes) 

Adults who are employed: 46% 

Percentages are based on members and friends 

who attended annual meeting and responded to 

this question after church service. 

Adults who are retired: 39%  

Adults who are not fully employed: 15%  

  

Describe the range of occupations of working adults in the congregation: 

We surveyed church members and friends during our 2019 Annual Meeting and for several weeks 

following the Annual Meeting. Occupations of working adults fall into many categories, the most 

prevalent being education, business, and health care and safety. Other occupations include agriculture, 

engineering, information technology, law enforcement, military, nonprofit, and vocational. 

 

Describe the mix of ethnic heritages in your congregation, and the overall racial make-up. Most 

UCC congregations tend to describe themselves as “diverse.” Yet, the vast majority of UCC 

congregations are mono-cultural. What does diversity mean in your context? 

From a racial standpoint, the CCoH members are a homogeneous, primarily Caucasian group. But 

similarities stop there. Beyond race, members fall into diverse age, educational, political, theological, 

and socio-economic backgrounds. It’s that diversity that makes up the fabric of who we are and who we 

want to become. 

 

Has your congregation recently had a conversation about welcoming diversity, or do you plan to 

hold one on the near future (perhaps using, for example, the Welcoming Diversity Inventory)? 

Please note the date. Comment after the exercise: 

Though we did install ramps for accessibility into the sanctuary and Parish Hall, we have not pursued 

intentional, communal efforts to be a welcoming congregation. We have adopted a saying which is on 

the CCoH website home page that states, “Welcome to the Congregational Church of Henniker. Find 

your way here.” In addition, we have identified 2019 as the year of welcome and asked our ministry 

teams to consider ways in which they can enhance the welcome in our church. We’re trying, but we 

have a distance to go. There are many opportunities within our community to reach out and truly 

become a welcoming church. For example, not too far from the church there is a HUD housing 

development (The Knolls) and a senior living development (Rush Square) where residents may not be 

attending simply because of a lack of transportation. We have started to put our words into action and 

have put a call out to our church members and friends requesting volunteers to provide transportation to 

those in need.  

A combination of the interim process, a change in our church governance model, and greater cultural 

awareness has our leadership now considering undertaking the ONA process.  Church leaders have 
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reached out to members and active friends of the church to gauge the interest in this and now are 

prepared to move forward. 

 

PARTICIPATION AND STAFFING          
 

Complete the following chart. Please leave blank any fields that are not applicable to your 

congregation. 

Ways of Gathering Estimated 

number of people 

involved in 

attendance 

Who plans each of the listed gatherings? 

(list any and all worship planners, such 

as various lay leaders, pastors, 

musicians, other staff) 

New Life Thrift Shop (adult group) 20-25 

Church member coordinator (receives 

stipend); advisory team of church 

members and pastor 

Food 4 Friends – food bag outreach 

program (adult group) 
3-5 Church members 

Family Promise – ecumenical 

transitional housing ministry (adult 

group) 

15 -18 Church members and friends 

Friday at the Peak – social gathering for 

adults (adult group) 
15-22 

A couple (church members) open their 

home and provide a meal each week from 

mid- January through March 

Yoga/Aerobics fusion class (adult 

group) 
8-15 Church member 

Spiritual Autobiography book group 

(adult group) 
6-10 Pastor’s partner and church member 

Baptisms (number last year) 1 Pastor and Worship Team 

Children’s Groups or Classes 8 Rise and Shine staff 

Christmas Eve and Easter Worship  

Christmas:  153 

Easter Sunrise: 

30 

Easter: 76  

Pastor and Worship team 

Church-wide Meals 72 Pastor and Vision team  

Choirs and Music Groups 12 Choir Director (open position) 
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Church-based Bible Study   

Communion (served how often?) 1x per month Pastor and Worship team 

Community Meals   

Confirmation (number confirmed last 

year) 
1 Pastor and Communicant Sponsor 

Drama or Dance Program   

Funerals (number last year) 1 Pastor and family members 

Intergenerational Groups (occasional) 

S’more Love Advent Campfire and 

Carol Sing 

Orange Auction 

 20-30 Member Care Team 

Outdoor Worship  Easter Sunrise Pastor 

Prayer or Meditation Groups Seasonal Pastor 

Public Advocacy Work   

Retreats 10-15 each Church Council/ Choir 

Theology or Bible Programs in the 

Community 
  

Weddings (number last year)   

Worship (time slot: 10:00 AM) 53 Pastor and Worship Team 

Young Adult Groups or Classes 8-25 Volunteer leaders 

Candle light vigil in memory of the 

victims of the Parkland shooting 
20-25 Pastor and Church members.  

Health Ministry – monthly blood 

pressure screening  
10-15 

Parish Nurse (member volunteer 

registered nurse) 

Additional comments 

 

 

 

 

 

S’more Love Carol Sing and Orange Auction  
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List all members or regular participants in your congregation who are ordained, licensed, or 

commissioned ministers. Indicate those with current United Church of Christ Three-Way 

Covenants (i.e. serving in a congregation) or Four-Way Covenants.  

Name Three- or Four-

Way Covenant?  

(3 or 4 or No) 

Ministry Setting Type of Ministry 

Role 

Retired?  

(Y or N) 

None     

 

If one or more previous pastors or retired ministers currently hold membership in the church, 

describe their role(s) in the life of the congregation: No previous pastors or retired ministers hold 

current membership in the church. 
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List all current staff, including ministers. Exclude the position you are seeking to fill. Indicate 

which staff person serves as head of staff. 

Staff Position Head of Staff? 

Compensation 

(full time, part 

time, volunteer) 

Supervised by 

Length of Tenure for 

current person in this 

position 

Bookkeeper no $5,000 annual Pastor 6 months 

Music Director no $12,000 annual Pastor Open position 

Rise and Shine 

Coordinator 
no $2,880 annual Pastor 3 years 

Church 

Administrator 
no $9,360 annual Pastor 10 months 

New Life Thrift 

Shop Coordinator 
 $4,000 annual Pastor 9 years 

Nursery 

Caregivers 
no 

$700 annual 

(job share among 

3) 

Rise and Shine 

Coordinator 
3 months 

 

REFLECTION 

Reflection: After reviewing the congregational demographics and activities above, what does this 

information reflect about your congregation’s overall ministry?  

At first glance, it looks as if we are a congregation that is aging, well-educated, and based on members 

that have attended CCoH for greater than 10 years, a committed bunch. Obviously, our church ministry 

appeals to an older group; however, we are attempting to shift the pendulum toward appealing to 

younger members and their families.  As recorded in other “Who are We Now” questions, our interim 

pastor has introduced a new, fresh style of worship service (more interactive), which has proved 

challenging for some long-time members who resist change or are content with the status quo, but also 

has attracted younger members and friends. We have seen a few take a break from worshiping at CCoH, 

while others have returned. We have also seen the addition of a few young families that are fully 

engaged in the worship experience (playing the piano, enlightening the congregation on environmental 

concerns in underdeveloped countries, greeting worshipers, ringing the Revere bell to call Sunday 

service, supporting the Rise and Shine Sunday program). What the demographics don’t show are the 

other ministries we serve outside of the Sunday service, many of which are geared toward children and 

families: Food4Friends, Family Promise, the youth group monthly gatherings, Giving Tree, and support 

of families and children at risk through referrals to the New Life Thrift Shop by community leaders.   
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CHURCH FINANCES            

 

Current annual income (dollars used during most recent fiscal year) $130,216 (projected 2019) 

 

Source Amount  

Annual Offerings and Pledged Giving $ 98,948 

Endowment Proceeds (as permitted within spending policy, such as a cap of 

typically 4.5%-5% on total return) 
$ 7,500 

Endowment Draw (beyond what is permitted by spending policy, “drawing 

down the principal”) 
$ 

Fundraising Events $ 3,290 

Gifts Designated for a Specific Purpose $ 

Grants $ 

Rentals of Church Building $ 8,054 

Rentals of Church Parsonage  $ 

Support from Related Organizations  

(e.g. Women’s Group) 
$ 

Transfers from Special Accounts $ 

Other (specify): New Life Thrift Shop $ 38,500 

Other (specify): Interest and Dividends $ 1,449 

TOTAL $ 157,741 

 

Current annual expenses (dollars budgeted for most recent fiscal year): $172,662 (Projected 2019) 

 

Attach most recent church budget, spending plan, operating statement, or annual treasurer’s report 

as shared publicly with the congregation, or – if your church does not pass an annual budget – list 

current budgeted expenses here.  See Appendix A 

 

Considering total budgeted expenses for the year, compare total ministerial support. What is the 

percentage? 57.9% 

 

Has the church ever failed to pay its financial obligations to a minister of the church? No 
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Is your church 5-for-5, i.e. does it include each of the following contributions during the church 

year?  

_x_ Our Church’s Wider Mission (OCWM – Basic Support) 2018 

_x_ One Great Hour of Sharing 2018 

_x_ Strengthen the Church 2018 

_x_ Neighbors in Need 2018 

__ Christmas Fund Last contribution was 2016. Historically we have been 5-for-5; however, we 

have let the Christmas Fund slip for the last two years. We plan to re-commit in 2019. 

 

In what way is OCWM (Basic Support) gathered? If calculated as a percentage of operating 

budget, what is that percentage? 

2019 operating budget $172,662 

OCWM basic support $2,500 

Percentage: 1.5% 

  

What is the church’s current indebtedness?  

Total amount of loan debt: $130,674.44 

Reason for debt: Purchase of Snair property (currently a parking lot) and Greenhouse (currently 

the New Life Thrift Shop) 

Are capital and other payments current?  Yes 

 

If a building program is projected or underway, describe it, including the projected start/end date 

of the building project and the total project budget. No project is underway 

 

If the church has had capital campaigns in the last ten years, describe: 

 

Year(s) Purpose Goal Result Impact 

2014 
Resurface Parking lot 

surrounding the church 
$67,329 $62,706 

Lot surrounding church and Parish Hall 

resurfacing complete 

2008 Meetinghouse bathroom $8,000 $7800 
New bathroom was installed in the 

church narthex. 

 

If a capital campaign is underway or anticipated, describe: No campaigns are currently underway.  

 

Describe the prominent mission component(s) involved in the most recent (or current) capital 

campaign. 

Our last capital campaign was focused on funding the re-paving of our campus parking lot, and there 

was no deliberate piece of the campaign that was focused on mission. One could consider it a mission to 

present a safe lot for all who use it, including Sunday worshipers and community members who use it 

for school and other community functions.  

Does your church have an endowment? Yes 
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What is the market value of the assets?  $198,091.57 

 

Are funds drawn as needed, regularly, or under certain circumstances? 

Funds are drawn quarterly. 

 

What is the percentage rate of draw (last year, compared to 5 years ago)? 2018:~4% 

($7500/$198,000 endowment), 2013: ~10% ($27,000/$274,890 endowment) 

 

Describe draw on endowment, if any, to meet operating budget expenses for the most 

recent year and the past five years: Funds are drawn to offset/ reduce loss in operating budget 

 

At the current rate of draw, how long might the endowment last? Approximately 6-10 years 

 

Please comment on the above calculations or estimates: Based on 2019 withdraw to 

supplement budget income. This figure depends on whether the pastor lives in the parsonage or 

whether we pay a housing allowance 

 

Other Assets 

Reserves (savings): $ none 

 

Investments (other than endowment): $ none 

Does your church have a parsonage? Yes, located about 1 block from the church, Parish Hall, 

and New Life Thrift Shop 

 

Fair market rental value of the parsonage: $1,500.00 per month 

How is the parsonage used?   In the past, the pastor has used it as a family residence. 

Currently, the interim pastor is using it as her office and for church meetings. 

Street / City / State / Zip: 58 Prospect Street, Henniker, NH 03242 

Finished square footage: 2,488 sq. ft. 

Number of Bedrooms, Number of Bathrooms: 4 bedrooms, 2 baths (1 upstairs, 1 

downstairs) 

Assessed real estate value: $225,000 – 250,000 

Available for minister residence: Yes 

Expected minister residence: Yes 

Condition of structure, systems and appliances: Good. Most of the house was 

renovated 14 years ago. It has a fully-applianced kitchen but needs a new dishwasher 

Entity in the church responsible for review and needed repairs: Property Team 

 

Describe all buildings owned by the church: 

1)  Church: large, white-clapboard, New England style church with seating for about 200 

2) Parish Hall: large meeting space used for a variety of events, with church office, kitchen, and 

upstairs classrooms, as well as meeting and office space  

3) New Life Thrift Shop: retail space  

4) Parsonage: (see above) 

 

Describe non-owned buildings or space used or rented by the church: None 
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Which spaces are accessible to wheelchairs?  

Church (excluding pulpit), Parish Hall (downstairs only), New Life Thrift Shop. Bathrooms in all 

buildings are not be wheelchair accessible 

 

Reflection: After reviewing the church’s finances and assets described above, what does this 

information reflect about your congregation’s mission and ministry?   

The Congregational Church of Henniker’s finances and assets may be summed up simply as 

property rich and cash flow poor. The church is situated in the center of town, which has 

undoubtedly contributed to the success of some capital campaigns, most recently, the church 

steeple repair and the paving of the entire campus.  

 

The campus consists of the church, a Parish Hall, and a New Life Thrift Shop all grouped together 

with reasonable parking available.  The parsonage, a four-bedroom home, is a short one block 

walk north of the church. Our Parish Hall does provide some rental income, and there is untapped 

potential for more income generating opportunities. Actually, there is value and potential for all of 

these property assets. 

 

Presently, under our newly adopted governance model, the Finance Team creates the operating 

budget for the Church based on the funding requests submitted by ministry teams.  The proposed 

budget is made available to the congregation to review prior to the annual meeting in February.  

The budget is approved at the annual meeting.  CCoH has endowment funds that have been 

utilized for many years to cover shortfalls. This practice began in the early 2000’s when the stock 

market and our portfolio were strong. We relied on earned interest as a source of income; however, 

we did not adjust when the stock market took a downturn. We have become more mindful of this 

practice and are more disciplined using these funds.  

 

In recent years, the church has focused on decreasing expenses, which has constricted our ability to 

explore other initiatives and grow other ministries. Lately we have begun to refocus our energy on 

exploring ways to increase income in order to move beyond simply maintaining our buildings, to 

utilizing our buildings and other assets to expand our ministries 
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HISTORICAL INFORMATION           

 

Name one to three significant happenings in the history of your church that have shaped the 

identity of your congregation. Add the most important event in the life of your church in the past 

10 years. 

According to polling of congregation members an overwhelming majority acknowledge the 

development of the New Life Thrift Shop as the number one significant happening in the recent history 

of our church. The startup of the New Life Thrift Shop occurred serendipitously. We purchased two 

properties (a house and a retail florist) adjacent to the church as an investment but had no concrete plan 

on what to do with the properties. We considered using the buildings for office space, meeting/retreat 

space, and a chapel, when we ultimately landed on starting a New Life Thrift Shop in the florist 

building. The house was razed, due to its unsafe condition, and turned into a parking lot, which is 

utilized every Sunday and used by townsfolk throughout the week.  

 

The New Life Thrift Shop contributes significantly to the CCoH’s annual budget, but more importantly, 

its extension as a community outreach mission of our church has exceeded our hopes and expectations. 

The New Life Thrift Shop seeded a ministry that welcomed participation from townspeople. It is run by 

25 devoted volunteers who donate up to 90 hours per week to run the store, manage inventory, and 

connect with our neighbors. The New Life Thrift Shop’s covenant includes a commitment to donate 

$100 per month to families in need. In addition to welcoming community volunteers and supporting 

families, the shop has direct ties to supporting New England College and John Stark High School by 

being a site for student community service.  
 

   

 

New Life Thrift Shop Volunteers 
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Describe a specific change your church has managed in the recent past. 

The new governance model created the Personnel Team, which played in an integral part in the goal of 

addressing staffing challenges. One of these was the fact that our music director began to focus more on 

his career outside of his duties at CCoH. Most significant was the lack of clarity around his roles and 

responsibilities. He was beginning to miss many Sundays, which placed extra burden on the pastor to 

plan for music. Ultimately our director resigned to pursue his interests as a musician and composer. 

  

The Personnel Team advertised for a new director, coordinated auditions for two applicants, and 

solicited feedback from those who participated in the auditions. We ultimately hired a young, talented 

director. CCoH has a strong music tradition, which makes change more difficult, and we struggled with 

welcoming this creative director. He resigned only a few months after he was hired. 

 

It was time to pause, take stock, and understand what we need to do to prepare and welcome a new 

director. The Personnel Team leader met with the choir and addressed both topics (what went wrong and 

what do we do going forward). Priorities for the next music director were identified, including a 

commitment to clearly define the director’s roles and responsibilities and a plan for onboarding.  

 

We are currently searching for a new director and accompanist or a combination director/accompanist. 

In the meantime, church members and friends, ranging in age from 9 years to 75 years, are volunteering 

their musical talents to support Sunday services. The choir sang during Holy Week which reminded us 

of the importance of music in our worship experience. 

 

Every church has conflict, some minor, some larger. “Where two or three are gathered, there will 

be disagreement….” Describe your congregation’s values and practices when it comes to conflict.   

In the past several years, the Congregational Church of Henniker has experienced two significant 

conflicts. A description of both issues should show the Congregation’s growth in handling 

conflict.  The first of these issues occurred a few years ago when we had an opportunity to acquire 

a small organ for the sanctuary, which was offered at a genuine bargain price.  We had some very 

serious advocates favoring acquiring the organ, and we had a number who positively opposed 

spending that kind of money. Members of the music committee were also concerned about 

maintaining such an instrument and spending money on an instrument that was not in line with the 

direction the choir was going musically. There was absolutely no way for the twain to meet. There 

was no procedure, no process, nothing to bring the congregation together one way or another.  The 

owner of the organ, presumably tired of waiting, sold it to someone else.   

  

We now face the second issue:  Should the congregation sell its parsonage, a far more important 

question than the organ ever proposed.  The Church has owned the parsonage for many years, and 

it remains a large, unpretentious home centrally located to the church and town.  The parsonage 

was given to the church some years ago, and its value is estimated to be between $225,000 and 

$250,000.  There is also a mortgage of $130,674.44 on the structure (borrowed to purchase the 

property that currently hosts the New Life Thrift Shop and adjoining parking lot), so this is not a 

simple “do we or don’t we” kind of matter.  

  

Since the organ issue, we have developed a process to deal with issues of this magnitude—thanks in part 

to the new administrative structure we have adopted.  After discussion by several of the leadership 

teams, we held a well-attended congregational meeting where the various congregants were able to air 

their views on the matter.  Preparing for this meeting took a lot of time and the meeting took a lot of 
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time, but this approach was clearly a step forward.  We have a process that is healthy, and while the 

issue is not yet resolved, we are not shooting in the dark anymore.  We have developed a rationale that 

shows healthy growth in engaging differences of opinion, minimizing the escalation of conflict 

 

Ministerial History (include all previous ministerial staff for the past 30 years)  

 

Staff member’s name Years of service UCC Standing (Y/N) 

Russ Rowland 1984 - 2003 Y 

Janet Heslam 2003 - 2005 Y 

Rebecca Werner-Maccini 2005 - 2016 Y 

 

 

Comment on what your church has learned about itself and its relationship with persons who 

provided ministerial leadership: 

We have been a pastor-centered church for over 30 years, with 2 long term pastors of a similar nature, 

i.e., non-relational and conflict-avoiding. Our parishioners have taken on the personality of these 

leaders, lacking warmth and connection, and have a long history of operating solo on their passions 

without a sense of community being cultivated.   

 

This interim process has helped us recognize that we need to strive toward something different if we 

want to thrive as a church moving forward.  We need to be a relational church with shared ownership of 

the ministry. We realize that it is going to take a while and will look for a pastor who will guide us in 

this direction, holding up the mirror so that we can see ourselves more clearly.  

 

Additionally, we have learned that there needs to be a communication vehicle in place that will facilitate 

this shared ministry.  This would be an opportunity every two-three years for the pastor and church 

leaders to mutually assess the ministry.  

 

Has any past leader left under pressure or by involuntary termination? No  

 

Has your church been involved in a Situational Support Consultation? No 

 

Has a past pastor been the subject of a Fitness Review while at your church? No 
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WHO IS OUR NEIGHBOR?  

“You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” (Matthew 22:39 NRSV) 

COMMUNITY VISION 

MISSION InSite 

 

 

 

 

COMMUNITY VISION            
 

How do the relationships and activities of your congregation extend outward in service and 

advocacy?  

It has become clear to us during this interim discovery process that our mission primarily has a local 

emphasis and that our congregation’s advocacy is done primarily through deeds, not words.  Some of 

these deeds include the following: 

 Food 4 Friends – providing weekend food backpack program for food-insecure 

students 

 The Giving Tree - supporting families with Christmas gift giving 

 Family Promise - (supporting homeless families in transition 

 New Life Thrift Shop - offering affordable retail option for community members 

 Youth Group -providing monthly gathering for community youth 

 Arts and Crafts for Goodness Sake - gathering crafters to upcycle materials and 

distribute to local causes 

 New England College community service connection – providing opportunities for 

students to do community service work 

 Support for White Birch Community Center, which provides educational services for 

children, adults, and families (including serving as an evacuation site in case of 

emergency) 

See annual report for further explanation of these programs. Appendix B 

Our previous pastor was a board member of the local community center (White Birch 

Community Center-WBCC) and participated in a local provider’s network that met monthly 

to coordinate local resources. This network identified the need for a town caseworker who 

was eventually hired (10 hours per week). This involvement, along with our active New Life 

Thrift Shop that connected with neighbors in need five days a week, heightened the 

congregation’s awareness of the needs immediately around us.   

Additionally, we have been supportive of global concerns with local connections.  We continue the 

decades-long financial support of Claire Aucoin, a Henniker native working to help those in need 

in Columbia, and we recently contributed to the Water Project, which a new parishioner brought to 

our attention. We host Delfeayo Marsalis for a weekend every September. He holds an honorary 
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degree from New England College. The proceeds from his Saturday evening concert and proceeds 

on Sunday morning go to his Uptown Music Theatre program in New Orleans.  

New England College Community Service day 

 

 

Describe your congregation’s participation in meetings, relationships and activities connecting the 

wider United Church of Christ (association / conference / national setting). 

Our connection with the wider United Church of Christ has primarily been sending delegates to 

attend the annual conference, attending Prepared to Serve, participating in the special UCC 

offerings, and attending occasional workshops. Over the years, youth have attended Horton Center, 

and the Conference Minister has been invited to participate in our worship service.  

The congregation supports pastoral involvement in the conference, and our pastor keeps the UCC 

connection alive by sharing conference information with the congregation, as well as by providing 

a conference link in the weekly church news blast.   

Church leaders are currently exploring the role delegates have in building the connection between the 

UCC and our church, as this has not been a focus of leadership in recent years. 
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Many local churches love to tell the story of what they are doing in the community to transform 

lives. Some have identified certain aspects of their witness into the wider community using 

language shared with other UCC congregations 

Check any statements below that apply to your UCC faith community.  

__ Accessible to All (A2A)  

__ Creation Justice  

__ Economic Justice  

__ Faithful and Welcoming 

__ God Is Still Speaking (GISS)  

__ Border and Immigrant Justice  

__ Inter-cultural/Multi-racial (I’M)  

__ Just Peace  

__ Global Mission Church 

__ Open and Affirming (ONA)  

__ WISE Congregation for Mental Health  

__ Other UCC designations: 

__ Designations from other denominations 

X  None 

 

Reflect on what the above statement(s) mean(s) to your community. Is your congregation 

interested in working toward any of the above statements of witness in the near future? 

As stated previously, the Vision Team has been polling active members of the church about their 

willingness to enter into the process of considering becoming an Open and Affirming congregation. The 

response has been overwhelmingly positive, with only two people saying they did not support the 

process.  Many felt it should have been done long ago.  We are looking for a candidate who is willing to 

help us as we go through the Open and Affirming Process. 

 

Describe your congregation’s participation in ecumenical and interfaith activities (with other 

denominations and religious groups, local and regional). 

We partner with the Roman Catholic community, St. Theresa’s, in supporting the Family Promise 

program and the annual Giving Tree program. We have supported Claire Aucoin’s ministry for many 

years. Claire is Roman Catholic and grew up in Henniker. She is now involved in an organization 

supporting seniors in Columbia, South America.  

 

 

If your congregation has a mission statement, how does that mission statement compare to the 

actual time spent engaging in different activities? Think of the range of activities from time spent 

gathering, to governance, to time spent going out. 

CCoH Vision Statement: The Congregational Church of Henniker is a Christian community that 

seeks to nurture a faithful, loving, and transformative relationship with God, shaped by the life and 

ministry of Jesus.  We welcome and represent a diverse spiritual community, seekers and 

believers, reaching inward and outward to reveal the Goodness of God. 

The adoption of our new governance model closely reflects our Vision Statement. There is a sense of 

movement in both. Picture the words found in the Vision Statement: seeks, transformative, shaped, 

reaching, reveal. All conjure the image of movement. As noted throughout this profile, our new 

governing structure promotes active participation and fosters the idea that church members and friends 

work in concert with our pastor rather than being led by our pastor. Members and friends are empowered 

to work within the confines of the governance model to plan new ministry opportunity programs. We 

have seen a flurry of new small group opportunities over the past year and a half in part, due to the 

change in the governance structure, which have fostered greater relationships within the community. 
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More time is spent doing rather than attending meetings. The 2018 Annual Report and a sample of the 

CcoH weekly e-blast highlight some of the activities that have come to life since the change in the 

governance structure.   

 

 

Reflect on the scope of work assigned to your pastor(s). How is their community ministry and 

their ministry in and on behalf of the wider church accounted for in the congregation’s 

expectations on their time? 

It is expected that a portion of the pastor’s duties will include involvement in the wider church and the 

wider Henniker community. We will work with the pastor to ensure this time is considered as part of 

their work time, not personal time. 

 

 

MISSION InSite             

 

Comment on your congregation’s MissionInsite report with data for your neighborhood(s) or 

area. What trends and opportunities are shown? 

The Henniker community as a whole is trending older, with the average age increasing from 38 to 41 

years over the next 10 years. College educated and one-two person households are the highest 

demographics, which means there are fewer households with children in Henniker. Within the next 10 

years single female-led households will increase to 20 percent of the Henniker population.  

We’ve always said that, as a congregation, we would like to target young families and re-build our youth 

program (in the late 90’s CCoH had a vital youth program, 90 strong). While that is still a goal, this 

InSite information causes us to pause and consider other opportunities that are right in our midst, single 

female-led households and the middle age demographics especially, since this age is typically when 

people start to seek personal spiritual growth and a spiritual center with which they can connect.  

 

 

How do your congregation’s internal demographics compare or contrast to a) the neighborhoods 

adjacent to your church, and b) other neighborhoods with which your church connects?  

On the whole, CCoH is a reflection of the greater Henniker community. We are aging, though we have 

welcomed some younger families into the community in the past year or two.  

 

The neighborhoods adjacent to the church campus encompass lower income and student housing. Many 

buildings are rental, which serve the college population and also transient, lower-income, lower-

educated, single-parent families. We are blocks from New England College, and two affordable housing 

communities are within one mile of the church. The New Life Thrift Shop serves this population in 

many ways; however, this population typically does not attend Sunday worship. We do not have an 

intentional mission for this population at this time.  

 

Our internal demographics represent and connect with neighbors who live outside of our immediate 

surroundings in Henniker and other neighboring communities. 
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How are the demographics of the community currently shaping ministry, or not?  

The demographics that we serve on Sunday match the InSite report norm for Henniker. The report has 

enlightened us about other opportunities to connect with populations that we may otherwise have not 

considered.  

 

What do you hear when you talk to community leaders and ask them what your church is known 

for?  
We contacted several community leaders and below are their responses.  

 Mark McMurphy (Director White Birch Community Center): “On the doing good side, I think 

the church is known as generous and a resource for those in need. I think of the New Life Thrift 

Shop, use of the Parish Hall and people like you when I say that. Religiously, I don’t know much 

about the particular practice of the faithful other than I assume your service follows a similar 

pattern to other Christian services. However, from afar, and with no right to judge, I sense there 

is a lot of politics involved in running the church.”  

 Henniker Community School Nurse: “A place people can go and ask for help.”  

 Peter Flynn (Past Town Administrator): “Bringing the Henniker Community together through 

faith and its facility.” 

 Beth Ann Paul: “I feel the church provides a welcome atmosphere for worship. There are also 

opportunities to socialize with community members with activities such the Mother’s Day tea 

and the fundraising auctions, the snowman contest. I appreciate their generosity of letting White 

Birch use the Parish Hall for senior luncheons.”  

 “I know that church members also help families in need but wasn’t sure how to say that as I 

know it’s usually done in a quiet way” 

 

Winter Festival 

 
 

What do new people in the church say when asked what got them involved? Below are several 

responses.  

1. From a middle-aged woman, new to town: “I was first approached by an individual at 

coffee hour. She just seemed to gravitate towards me at the first coffee hour that I felt 

strong enough to attend. She was warm and welcoming, inquisitive but not nosy. I felt her 

confidence and caring towards me, a total stranger. She made me feel like I belonged there 

at that church. Longing to be a part of something greater than myself. Part of something I 

needed for my mind and soul. And an immense desire to give back to the church and 
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community that helped me realize I landed in the right place and the right time in a very 

unstable time in my life.” 

2. Middle aged woman, long time UCC member, who joined the choir immediately: “I was 

Congregational based to begin with so I looked for that.  I loved Will [former music 

director] and the beautiful music.”   

3. Older adult who recently moved to be near her daughter: “The atmosphere was very 

friendly and I really like Reverend Susan.”   

4. Married young mother of two elementary school-aged boys: “[My husband] and I had 

committed to not getting involved for one year. We wanted to just observe and try to get a 

feel for the church....and we were adjusting after a big move, new jobs, new schools, etc. 

After one year of visiting, [my husband] and I had been discussing options about service - 

but as we were not (and still are not) full members, we were not sure if we were allowed to 

volunteer. About this time, Susan asked for a time to visit, and we were able to have an 

extended conversation about the church. Our main concern was (is) that there is very little 

that will encourage my kids to continue going as they get older, into their teen years and 

early twenties. We have a tiny children's program, and little to no youth/college-aged on 

Sunday mornings. We really want to worship where we live; we hope to be a part of a 

church that is an integral part of the community where it serves.  So, after an extended 

conversation with Susan and the time to reflect on the church – [we] decided to volunteer 

to help start a youth program.  

a. Things that helped: 

- time to observe and not feel pressured/pushed into volunteering 

- a conversation with the pastor who just asked what we thought about the church, 

what our concerns were, what our hopes were  

- being able to join a team with members of the church who helped navigate the 

logistics of the church: communication, knowing members with older children, etc. 

- having [another family with young children] reach out to us a number of times (early in 

our visits to Henniker church) to visit outside of the church, in casual environments, 

without pressure to join the church, but to say "you are new to Henniker - how can we 

help you feel more at home?"” 
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REFERENCES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Name up to three people who have agreed to serve as phone and written references. Advise the 

three references: “The contact information you provide may be shared publicly. Please use contact 

information that you feel comfortable giving to candidates so they can reach you with their 

questions.” 

 

REFERENCE 1 
Spencer Bogle/Director of non profit program: The Water Project/ Friend and active participant 

spencer@thewaterproject.org 

 

April 28, 2019 

 

Warm greetings to Beth and the search committee, 

 

   First of all, I want to thank you for the work you have done in and for the church.  I appreciate the 

hours spent in prayer and discernment already, and I am confident that your work will bear fruit.  I am 

thankful that you have considered me for a letter outlining my thoughts about the church and the best fit 

for a minister.  I apologize for my delay getting the letter to you and I hope that my thoughts can still be 

helpful. 

 

What particular strengths do you see in the church’s ministry? 

1. I believe that the church’s greatest strength is a core group of faithful members committed to the 

ministry to the parishioners of the Henniker Congregational Church, to the town of Henniker, 

and to the world.  This is a group of people who know the history of the church and the area.  

This is also a group who have developed ways to serve the community through the thrift shop, 

and who have developed opportunities for fulfillment through book studies, interest clubs, and 

celebrations.   

2. I would identify another strength of the church as the prime location within a town that takes 

pride in being “The only Henniker on Earth.”  The building is not only a landmark within 

Henniker but a symbol of religious history, a history of faith, and an enduring voice of love, 

acceptance, and grace. My son Desmond, age 9, describes the church as a safe place.  The 

presence of the church is a testament that Christ, the Holy Spirit, God the loving Father/Mother 

have a place within this community.  The church is a testament to the wisdom, love, and life of 

God in creation, specific to this place.  Because of our location, we have the opportunity to speak 

to and serve multiple groups within our town- college students who need a place of security and 

safety, the elderly who need connection to friends and family, and the many who need a place to 

call home. 

mailto:spencer@thewaterproject.org
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3. The church provides an environment of inclusion for all people.  This celebration of love, mercy, 

and justice is evident in word and deed for all people regardless of race, gender, sexual 

orientation, and economic class.  Whereas such a stance will not appease everyone, I find it to be 

a strength that offers hope in a way that is consistent with the love of God seen in the life of 

Christ. 

4. The final strength I would identify is new life.  My family comprises one of at least four families 

of which I am aware that have started worshipping with the church within the last three years.   

We come with experiences and connections that can be of service to the church.  Many of us are 

willing to serve as we can.  We are hopeful that the church can adapt to a new stage of life while 

remaining faithful to the love, mercy, inclusion, and hope that is professed. 

 

Please describe areas of improvement in the church’s ministry: 

1. I believe that the church needs a focused identity and purpose.  We need a leader who embraces 

the task of assessing the gifts of the church and providing a clear vision that will give us 

direction in our desire to be faithful.  It is my conviction that we will grow as we look outside of 

ourselves in care for our community, for our friends, and for those in need.  I believe that there 

are many who are willing to join as we are able to demonstrate a clear vision of who we are and 

what we are focused on doing outside of ourselves.   

2. Town and community outreach. We have an opportunity to identify areas in which our values as 

a church meet the present needs of Henniker.  I am sure that there is much that I do not see that 

flows from our church.  I believe that we can improve our message and membership by 

providing a clearer and focuses vision for how we wish to serve Henniker (and beyond).  We will 

connect with good people who want to be involved in something bigger than themselves. 

 

Please describe a significant experience you have had within the church’s ministry: 

1. I have been able to work with the youth group alongside the Bodens and Deb Dow.  I have seen 

the respect that Deb Dow and her family have in this community as she has opened up her place 

to the group.  Their participation and service are a huge reason that many of the children have 

come and have felt comfortable.  We have been inspired by the support of the church through 

financial contributions for help with meals, and for the planning and spirit of invitation and 

hospitality that the Bodens bring to the group. 

2. The Maundy Thursday service this year provided a message that I believe is needed in our world 

today- a God who enters into the suffering of our world and understands it.  I appreciated the 

carefully chosen scripture, and the courage and theological insight to reflect on the last supper 

and road to crucifixion as a necessary part of the story, which prepares the way to a fuller 

appreciation for resurrection.  I also loved the Christmas Eve service when I was able to attend. 

3. I have appreciated how the church has embraced our boys, Adam and Desmond, through 

invitations to participate in the services, whether by playing piano or lighting the candles.  It 

means much to us that our boys know that they have a role in worship. 

 

 

   I thank you again for taking the time to consider my thoughts.  I hope that they are of some help in 

the discernment and search process. Please feel free to contact me for any questions or follow-up.  

May God lead candidates our way who possess an authentic and deep faithfulness to God, creation, 

and our sisters and brothers. May the candidates also embrace the opportunities and challenges that 

come with the job.  

 

In Grace and Peace, 

Spencer Bogle 
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REFERENCE 2 

Thomas Weston/ Retired/email/ Transferred membership to another church. Left CCoH approx 3 years 

Twesont423@gmail.com 

 

1 Areas of Strength for Henniker UCC 

 

As a member of this church from 1969 to 2019, I have always found strength in its mission.  

Particularly, its music ministry, the development of its youth program through church school and youth 

activities, and its care for the community as well as its parishioners.  We have enjoyed a long period 

with exceptionally talented leadership and member participation in our music ministry.  There has 

always been exceptional dedication and leadership in our Sunday School program as well.  Awareness 

of the community and inclusion in events at the church was also paramount.  (Rotary, Scouts, Concert 

Series, Thrift Shop, Christmas Fair, etc.) 

 

2 Areas of Improvement for Henniker UCC 

 

Though hard to hear, areas of improvement would include a greater awareness in welcoming new 

attendees.  As a small church in a small town, it should be easy to recognize new visitors.  Welcoming 

them during church and at coffee hour is a way to accomplish that.  I have heard of several occasions 

where we said the words but failed walk the talk. I was as much to blame here as I tended to go to coffee 

hour only to chat with my friends. 

 

Also a clearer understanding and commitment to the UCC pledge to be open and affirming needs to be 

examined, discussed and addressed.  There is a significant difference between tolerance and acceptance 

as opposed to welcoming, opening and affirming.  Again, I have struggled with this in my new church 

where there is significant attention paid to how we ensure that all are welcomed.  It is helping me gain a 

better understanding and acceptance of God’s love for all people. 

 

 3 Significant Experiences with the ministry of Henniker UCC 

 

Significant experiences with this church for me were with the music ministry in the choir and with the 

Prodigals Jazz Band, the rhythmic choir, the creation of Henniker Home Companion I and II, Christmas 

caroling to shut in’s, and singing to folks in the hospital and in hospice.  I also particularly enjoyed the 

mentoring of confirmands, and participation in special services such as MaundyThursday.  I enjoyed 

serving on the Board of Trustees, the Music Committee, Pastor/Parish Relations Committee and also 

serving as a lay reader. 

 

Best wishes to the search committee, and prayers for the continued betterment of Henniker UCC 

Church. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Weston, Jr. 
 

 

 

 

mailto:Twesont423@gmail.com
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REFERENCE 3 
Blithe Reed/Retired/email/ Recent past member who moved to Florida 

Blithespirit1@comcast.net 

What particular areas of strength do you see in the Church’s ministry? 

To me, the church's ministry encompasses all aspects of the church’s involvement with its members, its 

committees and groups, and the community as a whole. For the nearly 50 years I was an active member 

of the church, I found its music ministry to be one of its greatest strengths and attributes. For almost all 

of that time, we were blessed with talented AND committed music directors, choir members, and 

musicians. For me, personally, singing with them was a blessing in my life, and I believe the 

congregation found both inspiration and comfort in our music ministry.  Over the years, so many people 

have told me how special the choir's music was to them and how much they looked forward to the 

music's part of Sunday morning worship. 

Friday Nights at the Peak and other pot-luck gatherings at church members' homes have offered 

opportunities for fellowship and friendship. These events are wonderful examples of ministry.  

I feel another strength in the church's ministry is its involvement with St. Theresa's to help homeless 

families through Family Promise. In today's world, taking the church to the community is more 

important than ever. 

A third area of strength has been members' hosting coffee and refreshments after funerals and memorial 

services.  Again, this often falls under the category of community outreach. 

Certainly the consignment shop is a major part of the church's community outreach, which has greatly 

benefitted not only the church but also so many people in the Henniker area. The members of the church 

who donate their time and talents to the thrift shop deserve a lot of thanks and gratitude.  

   

  Please describe areas for improvement in the Church’s ministry 

I understand that since last September or October, the choir's role in church services has practically 

disappeared. I have to admit that this news has greatly distressed me.  Thus the first area that I believe 

needs improvement is the music program. I hope members of the church community will find ways to 

bring back the choir and beautiful music to regular Sunday services. 

While the church does serve the community in several ways, it would be great to see more of a 

relationship between the church and students at the college. 

The church also needs to find ways to bring younger families into the church. I wish I could suggest how 

to do this, as I know it is a concern we have had for a number of years. 

 

 Please describe a significant experience you have had with the ministry. 

mailto:Blithespirit1@comcast.net
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As I said earlier, the most significant experience I have had with the ministry began with my joining the 

choir. Singing with the choir helped me in many ways throughout my almost five decades in Henniker.  

Members of the choir AND several members of the congregation became like family to me.  Having no 

immediate family of my own, my relationships with several members of the congregation have given 

deep meaning to my life and have helped me through some difficult periods during the past several 

years. 
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CLOSING THOUGHTS 

CLOSING PRAYER 

STATEMENT OF CONSENT 

CONFERENCE/ASSOCIATION VALIDATION 

 

 

 

 

CLOSING PRAYER            

 

 

The song, “Many Paths to Peace” was written by CCoH and Search Team member Becky Mercier. In 

her words below, she writes about its significance. This song also has special meaning to many older 

adults whose children participated in the church’s 225
th

 anniversary celebration that Becky mentions. 

One Search Team member recalls being on vacation with other families and the kids breaking out in this 

song while sailing on the ocean waters. Now, as young adults, they continue to sing it today when 

families and friends gather.  

 

“I wrote this in the summer of 1994 for the 225th anniversary of the church. I had written a series of 

historical skits for the children to perform and my song was the finale.  It has become a favorite within 

the church, expressing in the simplest terms a deep and abiding love and loyalty to our "big white 

church". In writing and performing it, I testified to what the church had come to mean to me, and I 

became a member that late fall.” 

 

Many Paths to Peace  

                              by 

                    Becky Mercier  

 

There are many paths to peace, 

There are many roads to go down, 

From the temples in the East 

To the churches in our hometowns,  

But the one I love, that God chose for me, 

That allows me to be free, 

Is the big white church in Henniker, 

For me it holds the key. 

 

It's a church that's built with love, 

You can feel it from the rafters, 

And I thank the Lord above, 

For he shares our tears and laughter,  

In the church I love, that God chose for me, 

That allows me to be free, 

It's the big white church in Henniker,  

For me it holds the key. 
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It's a tapestry of lives, 

Like Joseph's coat of many colours, 

And we gladly give our tithes 

To our sister's and our brothers, 

For the church I love that God chose for me, 

That allows me to be free, 

It's the big white church in Henniker,  

For me it holds the key. 

It's the big white church in Henniker,  

For me it holds the key. 
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STATEMENT OF CONSENT           

 

The covenantal relationship between a church and those called by that church to serve as 

pastors and teachers and in other ministerial positions is strengthened when vital information is 

openly shared by covenantal partners. To that end, we attest that, to the best of our abilities, we 

have provided information in this profile that accurately represents our church. We have not 

knowingly withheld any information that would be helpful to candidates.  

As the committee charged with the responsibility for identifying and recommending 

suitable new minister for our church, we have been authorized to share the information herein 

with potential candidates. We understand that a candidate may wish to secure further 

knowledge, information, and opinions about our church. We encourage a candidate to do so, 

recognizing that an open exchange of relevant information builds the foundation for continuing 

and healthy relationships between calling bodies and persons seeking a ministry position. 

 

1. Which individuals and groups in the church contributed to the contents of this Local Church 

Profile? (for example, church council or consistory, transition team, etc.) 

The following contributed to the contents of this CCoH Profile:  

 Search Team 

 Vision Team 

 Finance Team 

 Personnel Team 

 Member Care Team 

 Property Team 

 Church Members and Friends contributed to the profile by answering questions 

during Annual Meeting, attending focus groups and completing an on-line survey 

 Focus Group and Survey were conducted and information was compiled by Quantum 

Governance L3C 

 The interim minister has supported and reviewed the development of the profile 

 

2. Additional comments for interpreting the profile:  None. 

 

 

Signed: Deb Dow, Robert Hunter 

Name / Title / Date: Deb Dow, Robert Hunter/CCoH Search Team Co-leaders/ August 20, 2019 
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Appendix 
 

A.  Congregational Church of Henniker Approved 2019 Annual Budget as of 2/7/2019  
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B. Annual report 2018 

Congregational Church of Henniker 
2018 Annual Report 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Congregational Church of Henniker 
33 Maple St., P.O. Box 625 

Henniker, NH 03242 

603-428-3747 

www.hennikerchurch.org 
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Congregational Church of Henniker 

Annual Meeting Minutes 
Sunday, February 11, 2018 

 

The Annual Meeting called to order at 11:49 a.m. by Moderator Heidi Dunn. 
 
The Roll Call was taken. There were 34 members in attendance. (25 is a quorum). 
 
Marilyn Paul, Assistant Moderator, presented a proposed new governance model. 
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It will consist of 10 Ministry Teams that will replace current committees with a term of one year and 
for a trial of one year. Each Ministry Team chair must be a member of the church. 
 Finance  Member Caring Pastor-Parish Relations 
 Personnel  Property  Spiritual Life for Child/Youth 
 Worship  World Service  Spiritual Life for Adults 
 Thrift Shop 
 
Each of these Teams will report to the seven member Vision Team that will replace the Church 
Council. This team will be made up of the Officers, the Pastor and three others, all of whom shall 
be members of the church. 
 
Church members and friends will be able to join and participate in Small Group activities. The small 
groups that were suggested are: 
 Bible Study  Church Gardening  Christmas Fair  
 Making Music  Family Fun   Music in Meetinghouse 
 Men’s Breakfast Art ‘n’ Crafts for Good Meditation 
 Choir   Good News Café  Book Group: Spritual Bios 
 Faith & Films  Game Night   Book Group: World Religions 
 Dinner with Friends Hiking    Attend Musical events 
 Women’s Circle Listening Circle  Knitting/Crocheting for Good 
 Play Reading  Book Group: Spiritual Practices Other   
 
The following motion was made by Barbara French and seconded by Blithe Damour: 
  
 
 
The Congregational Church of Henniker adopts the proposed Ministry Team governance 
model for a trial period of one year, and that during this time Articles VI and VII of the 
church’s bylaws be suspended. 
A discussion followed and the vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 
 
A participation form for Ministry Teams and Small Groups was passed out and asked to be 
returned by February 25

th
. 

 
The following slate of proposed Officers was submitted by Heidi Dunn. 
 Moderator:  Judy Miller 
 Assistant Moderator: Marilyn Paul 
 Treasurer:  Ellie Grande 
 Clerk:      
 Motion to accept the slate of Officers as submitted was made by Barbara French and 
seconded by Karol Dermon. The motion was voted in favor unanimously. 
 
Presentation of the proposed 2018 operating budget was made by Ellie Grande and  
Heidi Dunn. 
A long discussion was had. Some of the topics discussed were that this is a deficit budget as was 
last years: using the Endowment monies, looking at needs of the campus, pledging, fund raising, 
rental charges, town-wide mailing, electronic giving: need for a new Church Administrator, to 
replace our out-going Secretary, who would keep contact with church members and the public, do 
advertising and take over some Treasurer duties: new item for Capital Reserve for projects that 
come up.  
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Had a discussion of whether to sell Parsonage or not. Suggested the congregation get a time-line 
for how we will proceed. Rev. Susan said she was quite confident that this time-line will happen 
between 4-6 months.  
We need to have everyone involved in decisions.  
Keep the conversation going all year about the budget. 
A motion was made to accept the budget as presented by Barbara French. Chris Burritt 
seconded the motion. 
The vote was unanimous in favor of the motion. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:44 p.m. under the direction of Judy Miller, the new Moderator. 
 
Martha Taylor 
Clerk of the Day 

 
Notes from the Moderator 

 
This has certainly been a year of changes and change is hard.  Our interim pastor, the Reverend 
Susan Tarolli, has encouraged us to think about how we do things and how we might change and 
prepare for calling a settled pastor.  We do want to know who we are and what we are about so we 
can call a pastor whose ideas and goals align with ours.   
 
Those of us working through this process have definitely begun to look at how we function with 
new eyes. What worked for the church fifty years ago or twenty or even ten years ago is often not 
the best plan of organization or action for the current times.  We have been finding that what was 
built in the past and worked well in the past is hard to change. We have time and energy invested 
in these things.  Most of us have given up record players and boom boxes for electronics with ear 
phones or even devices we can command to play us a specific song.  We look with nostalgia at the 
record players and boom boxes, but most of us are moving forward with the new devices. We 
thank you all for your patience as we continue to look with fresh eyes at how we can make our 
church thrive in the 21

st
 century. 

 
We have instituted a new system of governance while trying to be faithful to the basic concepts 
that have guided our church for so long. Those of us who have been working with the Team 
structure like it.  We find having most team meetings on the same night and sharing our work at the 
Round Up at the end of the meeting is very valuable.  Ideas from one team often relate to those 
from another and we discover ways to work together to make things happen. We are working at 
communicating team meeting activities to the whole congregation.  Minutes are now posted on the 
bulletin board.  If the congregation agrees, the Vision Team would like to recommend continuing 
this type of governance structure. 
 
We have a new Church Administrator. It took longer than we had hoped to find the right person, 
but we seem to have done so.  Welcome and thanks to Jessica Audette for her work.   
 
We tried a new approach to pledging this year.  Hopefully we all know more about the need to 
have pledges so we can construct a budget with more accuracy.  Many thanks to those who 
hosted the Sinful Desserts meetings and those who facilitated the discussions about the church 
and the pledging needs. 
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I have highlighted a few accomplishments. Please read the reports of the various teams for more 
enlightening details. 
 
As moderator, I want to thank all those who have worked so hard this year to make so much 
happen.  Some actions are easily seen, and some occur in the background and are not seen.  All 
are crucial for making the Congregational Church of Henniker a more vibrant church and a church 
that will be appealing to a settled pastor. 
 
I also want to encourage us all to think about the future - the future of church in general and the 
future of the Congregational Church of Henniker in particular.  As times change so does church.  
Communication modes change, and so must we if we want to bring God’s word to the community.  
At one time, the church was seen as the center of the community.  Last year the town celebrated 
its 250

th
 anniversary, and this coming year (2019) this church celebrates its 250

th
 anniversary. 

 Calling a settled pastor to the community was one of the first things the early settlers did. In those 
days the community revolved around the church.  Today life is different.  We must reach out to 
people and spread the Gospel message in different ways.  The town no longer pays the pastor’s 
salary.  The Church must support itself.  People are no longer beating a path to our door.  If we 
believe in church, we need to reach out to people and meet them in different ways.  Our new youth 
group is an example of reaching out and bringing love and caring to the youth, most of whom are 
not closely connected to the church.  What a fine example of outreach and being church.   
 
I believe we must continue to do more outreach. If we can transform ourselves while being true to 
our central beliefs, we will thrive and so will our community.   
 
I am hopeful as we look forward to 2019, the year in which we will select a new settled pastor. 
Please hold the Search Team in your prayers. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Judy Miller            
Church Moderator 
 

 

From the Interim Pastor 
 

Lead me, Lord.  Lead me in thy righteousness. 
Make thy way plain before my face. 
For it is thou, Lord, 
thou, Lord, only, 
that makes me dwell in safety.  

 
Let’s pray. 
 
God of resurrection, 
God who keeps loving company with us 
     When we let go of what we know 
     To explore something new 
Help us to stand in that Love 
     To enter the work and relationships of ministry with Love, Hope, and Helpfulness 
Line our hearts and minds 
With a belief in our ability to make good things happen 
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Help us to focus the energy of our thoughts, words, and actions  
On growing into our best reflection of the risen Christ 
In this time and place. 
It is in his name and company that we gather and pray 
Amen. 
 
It was a Tuesday evening, in the season of Easter, and twenty-five of us circled up in the Parish 
Hall for our first Ministry Team Meeting night.  We called the meeting to order by singing “Lead Me, 
Lord,” and I called on the Spirit with this prayer.  Months of discernment came to fruition in this 
moment of community, as we courageously stepped into a new model of governance and oriented 
ourselves toward a faithful, promising future. 
 
From that moment on, the number of people involved in the practice and decision-making of this 
church’s ministry exponentially increased.  Team meetings, Church Chews, special meetings, 
dessert conversations, and lively coffee hours have invited more voices “into the tent,” as some 
have said. The weekly e-blast and well-maintained bulletin board keep members and friends well-
informed about news, events, needs, and celebrations, as well as always extending the invitation 
to participate in forward movement of the interim time. 
 
The newly-formed Member Care Team is one incarnation of our renewed commitment to nurturing 
relationships that bring the Love of God up close and personal in the lives of those seeking the 
sustenance of deeper connections.  Gathering Sunday, the Orange Auction, the S’more Love 
Advent Campfire, Youth Group adventures, and an Earth Day walk along the river are just a few of 
the fun highlights. 
 
Small group experiences—from the Spiritual Autobiography Reading Group to Aerobics/Yoga 
Fusion to Crafting for a Cause and a Knitting Circle—have blessed individuals with new 
friendships, new skills, and new confidence.   
 
Weekly worship, supported by a faithful cohort of worship assistants, has welcomed new faces, a 
variety of interactive rituals and conversations, and inspiring lay leadership. 
 
All of this new life, as well as the ongoing maintenance of space and traditions, rises up from the 
ministry teams, volunteers, and staff who have held their responsibilities, sometimes with 
gentleness and reverence, occasionally wrestling with the angels at night, sometimes with joy and 
laughter, occasionally with tears and the gnashing of teeth.  By God’s Grace we have navigated 
heartfelt transitions, sensitive conversations, and negotiated this in-between time, living with more 
questions than answers.   
 
After the circle opening of our monthly Team Meeting Night, which often includes “Speed Dating 
with the Spirit,” the individual teams meet in their separate spaces.  An hour later, we come 
together again for the “Round-Up.”  Teams share their news and invite input on the ministries they 
are leading.  You might consider the reports that follow as the annual “Round-Up.” 
 
On that first Team Meeting Night, I offered the following closing prayer. 
 
God of Light, 
As we go out into the evening 
Hold our work and our prayers in your Grace. 
Take our gratitude 
Our joy 
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What we have learned 
Sow it 
in the hearts and minds of this community 
Work on our frustrations, 
Impatience, 
And fears 
So that we might wake with new hope  
And a renewed commitment 
To being 
The beloved community of faith 
We are called to be 
With thanksgiving and hope 
We pray 
Amen. 
 
With Gratitude for partners in ministry, for leaders and followers who are willing to play in the 
garden—weeding, planting, nurturing--, and for a God who equips us with faith, ability, and mercy, I 
look forward with Hope.  
 
~Rev. Dr. Susan Tarolli  

Vision Team  

 
“Praise God from whom all blessings come.” 
Sometimes it is hard to have a mirror held up in front of your face.   Your imperfections come into 
focus.  Pimples, wrinkles, and double chins… all the little flaws that you know are there but would 
prefer to forget. 
This is true also in the life of the church.  Our church.  It is easiest to keep the status quo and 
pretend that all is well.  We put away the mirror.  “Later,” we say.  
Then “change” happens.  Nothing stays the same.  We know this.  Change is hard.  We are unsure 
and worried, with many unanswered questions. 
In Sept. 2018, we welcomed Reverend Susan Tarolli into our congregation.  Her mission… to get 
us back on track and reorganized.  She does this in part by holding up that awful mirror!  We look 
at ourselves, our council, our committees, our traditions, our numbers, and our purpose.  
Persistently, Rev. Susan helps us identify what is working and what is not.  Who are we?  How do 
we get things done?  What do we value in our church?  All are necessary questions. 
One preliminary task was to get more participation.  We looked for better ways to engage fellow 
worshipers.  Council voted to change our governance structure to a new team structure that 
promoted more involvement and communication.  We voted last February at Annual Meeting to 
adopt this new structure for the year, on a trial basis.  This new structure created teams, with many 
of the teams meeting on the same night of the month. We end with a Round-Up session, where 
ideas and questions can be exchanged and discussed by all the team members. This has resulted 
in many more ideas and solutions being exchanged.  It has encouraged involvement, and among 
those who have participated, it has helped foster a sense of community, which in turn has 
promoted relationships and better understanding.  
Each team has had to reinvent itself.  With the help of the Vision Team, which also went through 
this process, the teams had to identify and determine their purpose.  Where does each team fit in 
to the ministry of the Congregational Church of Henniker?  What are our roles and duties?  
So here we are, the Vision Team, February 2019.  What do we see in the mirror today? 
The Vision Team sees change at work!  We have 
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● Helped teams define themselves and deal with changes and challenges 
● Helped the congregation settle into the new team structure 
● Developed a protocol for fundraisers 
● Facilitated a church chew and congregational meeting on the parsonage issue 
● Participated in a new stewardship strategy 
● Encouraged and supported the development of a new youth group 
● Commissioned a Search Team 

  
What are the Vision Team’s hopes, as we go forward into 2019? 

● We hope the new governance structure gets accepted at Annual Meeting.  It has 

been working.   
● We hope all congregants become involved in the life of the church and its ministries.  

● We hope to continue to find new and diverse ways to improve communication with 
the congregation. 

 Although we might hate looking in that awful mirror initially, look at all the positive that has 
come to light.  We see a strong, hardworking, loving community of worshippers, who come 
together every Sunday to worship a God that has given us an abundance of blessings.  We have a 
church community that loves and supports each other.  As we look in that mirror… we are all 
beautiful!   
Praise be to God! 
Respectfully submitted, 
Anne Hunter, Clerk 

Member Care 
 
(Sung to the tune of Gilligan’s Island theme song) 
 
Just sit right back, and you’ll hear a tale,  
a tale of folks who care,  
that started from new governance, 
and allowed many gifts to be shared. 
 
The group cleaned up the directory, 
identifying members and active friends, 
deciding who would care for whom, 
exactly what kind of care would we lend? 
What kind of care would we lend? 
 
The group narrowed down their focus, 
and a care plan was laid out, 
adding former *Comm Life members, 
great start without a doubt. 
Great start without a doubt. 
   
The group offers so much more than this, 
so many things to choose, 
like aerobics, 
Knitting Circle, too, 
Orange Auction and S’more Love, 
cards, care, and prayers, 
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so much more to share, 
here on Member Care.  
 
*Comm Life is short for Community Life 
 
 
Facts and Figures 
 
The following small groups have been created from Member Care: 
 
➢ Aerobics class, led by Karol Dermon, is offered Monday and Wednesday mornings at 8:30. 

We have over 14 participants and have raised $300 in donations in two months.  
 
➢ Knitting Circle, led by Carol Hamilton, is offered on Thursdays from 6:30-8:00. 

 
Fundraising:  The Orange Auction was a ton of fun and raised close to $500! 
 
Respectfully submitted by Nicole Girardet, scribe 
 
Member Care Team:  Deb Dow (Team Leader), Anita Aucoin, Carol Hamilton, Sande Wilgoose, 
Shirley Hewitt, Sarah Rounds, Debbie Raymond, Pat Clement, Karol Dermon, Susan Jan 

 

Membership Transitions 2018 
 
Baptism: 
 Adeline Dodge, daughter of Jake and Whitney (Hunter) Dodge 
 
Joined through Affirmation of Faith: 
 Susan Jan 
 Marcus McFall (Confirmation) 
 
Joined through Transfer of Membership: 
 Polly Mellin 
 
Departed through Transfer of Membership: 
 David and Joyce Morrison 
 Tom Weston 
 
Death: 
 Eleanor Brothwell 
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Worship  
 
One group told the story of Pentecost using only visual effects.  Another group told the story 
using only music, and the third group used the spoken word.  The cacophony of various 
languages, responding to the presence of the Holy Spirit, made for entertaining, dynamic 
presentations. 
 
That is how the first meeting of the newly-formed Worship Team began.  Each pastor who 
leads you will have their own “style,” and no two pastors will have the exact same priorities 
when it comes to worship.  But what you have probably discovered about me is that two things 
shape my approach to worship leadership--engagement and experience.   
 
The experience of worship results directly from engagement with community, physical space 
and objects, and God.  My goal is to create the space for encounters with God, which can lead 
to individual and communal transformation.  This year I enlisted Chris and Steve Burritt, Karol 
Dermon, Carol Hamilton, Paul Knudsen, Karen Landes, Lorrie Matott, Becky Mercier, and 
Marilyn Paul to support that effort as the Worship Team.  Many other occasional volunteers 
assisted in worship as readers, greeters, liturgists, ushers, musicians, and leaders.   
 
The Worship Team and I engaged in and reflected upon the experience of worship by 
discussing the idea of sainthood prior to All Saints’ Day worship.  We considered a few 
different pop-up Christmas pageants, before choosing the one that might be a good fit for this 
congregation--and we made a great choice!  We deliberated a bit about the service and 
ingredients for communion, flags, name tags, and the call to love our neighbor.   
 
On Sunday mornings, this engagement and experience led us to tie ribbons on a cross during 
Lent, watch it flower on Easter, and lay swaddling cloths in the manger during Advent.  We 
heard about the epiphanies experienced by those who followed their star gift in 2018, and we 
chose our stars for 2019.  We gave thanks for the New Life Thrift Shop ministry on 
Thanksgiving Sunday; and we heard from the members of the Spiritual Autobiography Book 
Group, giving thanks for spiritual pilgrims who have moved them.  We tapped our toes and 
clapped our hands with Delfeayo Marsalis, we opened ourselves to healing, and we were 
moved by Marilyn Paul’s contemporary version of an age-old psalm.  Candles lit the table on 
Maundy Thursday and shone the way on Christmas Eve.  Marcus McFall helped to write and 
lead worship on Earth Day and later joined the church through Confirmation.   
 
We gave thanks for the music ministry of Will Ogmundson and Colby Baker, and we are 
hoping to welcome a new music director in 2019.   
 
“God is Good…all the time” echoes through the sanctuary on a regular basis, as we look up 
and out to experience the Holy in our midst.  May the words of our mouths and the meditations 
of our hearts continue to not only be acceptable, but pleasing, to our God. 
 
In Peace, 
 
Rev. Susan 
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Rise & Shine 
The Rise & Shine program is very thankful for its volunteers, without whom the program would 
not exist.  A huge thank you to Kristin Mason, Marcus McFall, and Sonja Leavitt. 

        April 2018 – Outdoor Easter Egg Scavenger Hunt.  The kids hunted for eggs using 

picture clues.   

        June 2018 – We celebrated Marcus McFall’s Confirmation and marked the end of 

Sunday School on June 17th.  The children participated in Marcus’ celebration by writing 

and reading one thing they liked about Marcus and a hope they had for Marcus for the 

future.  The forms were placed in a three-ring binder and presented to Marcus.  Other 

special people, including Marcus’ Mentor, Don Blanchard, participated in the service.  

Teachers were recognized. 

        September 2018 – A new name was coined for the children’s Sunday morning 

activities: Rise & Shine!  Rise & Shine starts; Mary McFall begins her 3rd year as 

Superintendent (Rise & Shine Coordinator).  “Rise & Shine” sung as kids leave the 

sanctuary out the choir door to the Parish Hall.  Congregation enjoys singing and seeing 

the kids on their way to Rise & Shine activities. 

● Gathering Sunday: approximately 12 children registered.  A special thank you to 

Norm and Marcus McFall for serving hot dogs and ice cream sundaes. 

● Began a new online Pre-K through 6th grade one-room classroom curriculum 

from Group Publishing entitled “Dig In:  Digging in to Discipleship.”   

● Any young people higher than 6th grade may participate and/or assist with 

activities. 

        December 2018 – A Congregation-Wide Pop Up Christmas Pageant, planned and led 

by Rev. Susan was a great success.  

Attendance fluctuates from week-to-week.  I plan for 12, but usually have 6-8.  Activities from 

the online curriculum are Bible-based and interactive.  The kids seem to enjoy the activities 

offered at Rise & Shine. 

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Mary E. McFall 
Rise & Shine Coordinator 
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Youth Group 

 

Introduction 
Our first gathering of the Youth Group had fairly modest goals: Let’s get a few of our kids together, 
have some pizza and some fun, and let them know that they are important and loved. And if it 
grows from there, then we’ll be fortunate, but even if it doesn’t, then however many kids we are 
able to touch, that will be enough.  
That first night at the Boden’s home, we had seven boys in attendance, and at the end of that 
evening, we had no idea what to expect for the future. We certainly couldn’t begin to imagine that, 
at the second gathering, we would welcome 25-30 kids. 
Youth Group Coordinators 
Emily and Spencer Bogle 
Keith and Jennie Boden 

Special Thank Yous 
We would like to offer special thanks to 

● Deb Dow for graciously offering her home and her barn to host our events 

● Nicole Girardet for incredible outreach -- helping to increase the number of attendees from 

seven at our first event to more than 25 at subsequent events 

● An anonymous donor who has contributed $500 to support our efforts 

● A number of other donors who have contributed financial support and contributions of food 

and baked goods for our gatherings 

● All of the parents and grandparents who share their wonderful kids with us on a monthly 

basis 

2018 Accomplishments 
We have held four gatherings of the Youth Group to date, including 

● One event at the Boden’s home (seven attendees) 

● Two events at Deb Dow’s barn (approximately 25 attendees each) 

● One outing to a Manchester Monarchs’ hockey game (approximately 20 attendees total -- 

10 kids and 10 adults) 

Each of the events, with the exception of the hockey game, featured games, dinner, and a lesson 
based on a Biblical text provided by Spencer Bogle. The Youth Group is open to kids throughout 
the area, and our hope is that it continues to grow and provide a safe place for kids to know love 
and grow in the knowledge that they are loved by God. 

The 2019 Horizon 
In 2019, we will 

● Conduct background checks on all Youth Group volunteers so that parents can feel assured 

of their children’s safety when dropping them off in the volunteers’ care 
● Implement sign-in/out and liability forms for Youth Group participants 
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Meet on a monthly basis through May 2019, when we will end the school year with a family picnic, 
we also hope to send at least a few campers to the Horton Center during the summer 2019 
session and will conduct outreach among the Youth Group members to see if more are interested 
in attending. Depending on interest, we may engage in some fundraising activities to help offset 
the registration costs. 
The one challenge that we will have as we continue to grow is that we may need additional adult 
volunteers to help with the Youth Group. To date, we have been able to manage the number of 
kids that have been attending, with the number of adults that have been present, but if the 
numbers continue to grow, so, too, will our needs for additional chaperones and adults to 

participate. 
 
 

New Life Thrift Shop 

 

The New Life Thrift Shop is constantly evolving.  On a Sunday in a November several years ago, a time 
line was presented to the congregation. We had a very humble start and are now a booming little 
business in town.  Our customer base is increasing as we grow. 
 
As a mission of the church, we sponsored a family for the Giving Tree.  We gave a $100 donation to the 
Snow Family.  In October, we donated to cancer awareness (Payson Cancer Center Concord).  
 
We were able to donate items  to the following:  Family Promise, Liberty House for the Homeless 
Veterans,  Harris Hill Nursing Home, Hollyhock Florist, Concord Homeless, Henniker Community 
School (through the nurse), 18 coats to Burlington Coat Factory Share the Warmth program, cell 
phones and charges to the YMCA Manchester Battered Women’s Program, The Mutt Hut, WAG - We 
Are Animal Guardians, Maria’s Bird Sanctuary,  Deb Raymond’s parrot rescue, used glasses to the 
Lions Club, and boxes and boxes of unsold items to Goodwill and Salvation Army. Heart Books and 
Clothes closed its doors, and we were able to partner with Impact Apparel to take away unsold clothing. 
 
Our consignments and donations remain strong.  We now have 318 consignors. 
Our total sales for the year was $60,112.61 of which $19,674.50 was consignment. 
We have 33 volunteers. 
 
We replaced the donations bin with a sturdy plastic one that even has eye appeal.  We found that we 
really like it, and a second one has been ordered. We hosted an area Thrift Shop luncheon where we 
exchanged ideas with volunteers from other thrift stores. 
 
We look forward to 2019 and achieving the following goals: 

● Advertising, looking into options 
● Theme months 
● Continued mission giving 
● Online presence 

 
We would like to thank the following people: 

● NEC student groups 
● All our volunteers 
● Amy Veilleux for taking care of our e-mail list 
● Susan Gauthier for being our E-Bay specialist 
● Everyone who brought in supplies (water, coffee, etc.) 
● All the people who took loads to Goodwill and Salvation Army 
● And, of course, all our valued shoppers 
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Respectfully submitted by Ellie Grande, Thrift Shop Coordinator     

Food 4 Friends 

 

F4F Recipe 
Step 1: Combine the following ingredients: 

1. 14 drives to Manchester 
2. 760 dollars 
3. 4,147 pounds of boxed food 
4. 3 students from Henniker Community School 
5. 1 community volunteer 
6. 1 loving church 

 
Step 2:  Meet weekly for 30 minutes to organize 
Yield: 1,123 bags of food-the equivalent of 2,808 meals! 
The Food 4 Friends program provides bags of food for Henniker children in need of weekend 
food.  Bob Hunter orders and retrieves supplies from the NH Foodbank.  Each Wednesday Deb 
Dow and Marylou Pashko oversee three students from Henniker Community School who organize 
and bag the food for transport home.  Each Friday many smiles are generated when the bags are 
distributed.  This program began in the spring of 2014 and is funded completely by donations from 
our church and community members.  Many thanks for your years of continued support.   
  
Respectfully submitted by Deb Dow 

 

The Giving Tree 
 

The 2018 Giving Tree 
In December of 1997 the Sunday School at CCoH hosted a workshop for children where they 
could make gifts to give at Christmas at a cost of 50 cents per gift.  It was very well attended and 
after covering the costs, unexpectedly made $174.75. The money was donated to the Henniker 
town welfare department to be used to purchase winter clothing for local kids in need.  This marked 
the beginning of a long and meaningful ministry. 
The program has adapted and changed over the years and is now called The Giving Tree.  This is 
a coordinated effort between our church, St. Theresa’s Catholic Church, and volunteers of the 
Henniker Community School.  Together we assisted 43 families with their gift giving during the 
2018 Christmas season, providing three gifts each for over 114 children.   
In addition to the gifts from the Giving Tree, families received gifts from the Henniker Chamber of 
Commerce Toy drive, handmade wooden toys from Hal Liberty of Bradford, hand knit items from 
local knitting groups, a plate of cookies from our CCoH cooks, and a $25 gift card for groceries 
donated by a local business.   
Many caring hearts come together each year to see that no one is forgotten at Christmas.  It is a 
joy to witness the loving generosity of so many.  Many thanks for all that you do to make this 
happen.   

Family Promise 
 

Our church community has continued its partnership with St. Theresa’s and Family Promise of 
Greater Concord.  For several weeks a year, one week at a time, a number of volunteers from our 
church offer transitional shelter, meals, hospitality, a listening ear, and referrals for families who 
find themselves in between stable housing situations.  Sally Auer partners with Rita Murdough (St. 
Theresa’s) to coordinate these the generous efforts of volunteers.  Among those who participated 
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in 2018 from our congregation, alongside Sally and volunteers from St. Theresa’s were: Linda 
Connor, Deb Dow, Ellie Grande, Anne Hunter, Carol Hamilton, Shirley Hewitt, Milli Knudsen, Karen 
Landes, Becky Mercier, Sande and Rick Willgoose.  Emily and Spencer Bogle, Karol Dermon, and 
Susan Gauthier look forward to joining the ranks of helpers in 2019.   

 
 

World Service/Community Life Report 
This year, activities of the World Service Committee evolved over several steps to become 
those of the Member Care Team. 
Members of World Service evaluated their talents/ interests to decide what teams they could 
best serve on and, over the course of several months, those remaining on World Service had 
discussions to define their continuing purpose and activities. A name change to Community 
Life was decided upon to help bring clarity to the team's purpose. In addition, members of each 
ministry team were asked to brainstorm the mission of the Community Life Team.  This 
discussion brought ideas for numerous meaningful projects, many of which had been led by 
those who were no longer part of the team. 
Discussions with Reverend Susan and team members resulted in the decision to allow 
Community Life (formerly World Service) to "lie fallow" and to give some of its responsibilities 
to the existing Member Care Team. Others, like Family Promise, became separate ministries 
reflecting a response to distinct and unique needs already being championed by individual 
members of the Church. 

 
 

Personnel  

Introduction 
It has been our pleasure and honor to serve as members of the Personnel Team in 2018.  Thank 
you for bestowing upon us your trust and confidence as members, congregants, and friends of the 
Congregational Church of Henniker.  

While we have had to work through some difficult challenges and wade through some turbulent 
waters throughout the course of the year, we have tried to do so prayerfully and all with the intent 
to support the Church as it moves toward the future.  

We thank you for your support and with you we pray for the future of our Church and all of God’s 
children. 

2018 Personnel Team 

Bruce Landes 
Marilyn Paul 
Judy Miller 
Susan Tarolli 
Jennie Boden, Team Leader 

2018 Accomplishments 
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We have had a number of key accomplishments in 2018 and a few setbacks. Key among our 
accomplishments are 

● Drafting and completing job descriptions for the following positions:  
a. Bookkeeper 
b. Church Administrator 
c. Music Director 
d. Nursery Care Coordinator 
e. Rise and Shine Coordinator 
f. Treasurer 

● Hiring and successfully onboarding Jessica Audette into the Church Administrator position 
● Hiring and onboarding a new Music Director (We would count this both as an 

accomplishment and as a set-back from which we need to learn and grow -- but more on 
this soon!) 

● Drafting a new Personnel Handbook that will be finalized in early 2019 

Current Challenges 
Our most immediate challenge will be to fully understand the challenges to successfully onboard 
Colby Baker and to hire and successfully onboard a new Music Director.  

We thank the Choir for their patience during this period, and we appreciate the disruption this is 
causing both them and the congregation. 

On the Horizon for 2019 
On the horizon for 2019, we will focus on 

● Completing the new Personnel Handbook 
● Supporting the Search Committee as Personnel needs may arise surrounding the new 

Pastor (We thank the congregation now, and in advance, for the patience and support for 
this process.) 

● Addressing other Personnel needs as they arise 

Pastor-Parish Relations 
 
Rev Susan Tarolli, Heidi Dunn, Judy Miller, Beth Shulson 
 
The Pastor Parish Team met every other month with the goal of supporting the relationship 
between Rev. Susan and the congregation. Confidentiality is key. We reflect on the interim 
process, the joys and concerns of the congregation, and how to maintain our commitment to a 
shared ministry. We reviewed the evolution of the pilot governance model, staff transitions, 
parsonage considerations, and a variety of challenges that are often experienced with change. 
 
As we continue to write our church story and work through the process of receiving a new pastor, 
we pray for a smooth, deliberate search process and continued clarity. We are thankful for those 
Congregational Church of Henniker members and friends who have brought us to this point in our 
story. Here's to 2019 as our story unfolds. 

 

Property  
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Church … The original Community Center! 
 
The Property team is doing its best to ensure the Congregational Church of Henniker’s buildings 
and grounds are the most welcoming, inviting, and safest “Community Center” that fosters a space 
for rejuvenating and becoming centered spiritually, for camaraderie, for personal growth and for 
making new friends of all ages. 
 
2018 was all about organizing and documenting the property team’s responsibilities in the form of a 
manual that can be used as a guide for current and future teams. The manual includes check lists 
for routine maintenance tasks and annual inspections, as well as a list of contacts for utility and 
trades people who provide services to the church. 
 
2018 was also about buttoning up the properties to ensure accessibility and safety for all who use 
the buildings (Sanctuary, Parish Hall, Parsonage, and New Life Thrift Shop). Fire alarm, fire 
detector, and fire extinguisher inspections were done. Illuminated exit signs were installed in the 
Thrift Shop. The boiler which serves the Parish Hall and Meetinghouse was inspected and 
necessary repairs were done (covered by insurance). 
 
We contracted with a professional service to clean all property buildings. We also contracted with a 
lawn care service to maintain all property grounds and walkways (snow removal). This transition 
relieves many church members and friends who dedicated hours of planning and time preforming 
these duties, an expectation that is unreasonable to sustain over time. 
 
We are a small but mighty team of two and a half (Beth Shulson, Bob Hunter and Ron Hewitt - 
when in town) who work well together, and all are willing to roll up their sleeves to get a job done. 
Special thanks goes to Bob Hunter who carried the brunt of coordinating inspections and repairs 
over the course of the year. 
 
Our hope and goal for the coming year is to recruit additional property team members to share in 
the fun. Plans for 2019 include the following: 
 
● Installation of a new dishwasher 
● Repair to several of the stained-glass windows (requested in the budget) 
● Slate roof inspection on the church (partially budgeted) 
● Replace fire alarm panel in Parish Hall (unit is not serviceable (requested in the budget) 
● Install heat sensor in church steeple 
● Clean Parish Hall basement 
● Annual fire/safety inspections/servicing 

 
 

Finance 
 

Change is good. Change is hard. Change is hopeful. Change takes time. 
The Finance Team is still feeling its way into its role under the new governance structure. Morphing 
from a reporting and budgeting body to a more global planning and sharing team has been a slow 
process. We see some places where more crossover with other teams or connecting with 
individuals in an ad hoc arrangement might increase accomplishments, utilizing the gifts and 
experience of others to advance projects that the Finance Team would like to make happen. 
At the last Annual Meeting, the Finance Team was charged with addressing the income side of our 
finances. To that end, the Team 
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● Reviewed the church’s current fundraising events and recommended to the Vision Team 

that we analyze events on what they offer the church community and the Henniker 

community and on how much they raise. The Vision Team created a process to do just 

that. 
● Reviewed and raised the rental fees for the Parish Hall and instituted rental fees for 

community use of the Sanctuary. Rental income has more than doubled since 2016, and 

we are pleased that the buildings are more constantly in use. (We suggest a brochure and 

some marketing around rental availability for even more building usage.) 
● Updated the endowment investments reporting and considered options for growing the 

endowment. We recommend bringing in an outside expert to help us decide future 

investment strategies. 
● Participated in planning the Stewardship campaign with the Vision Team, instituting the 

Sinful Dessert events. 
● Facilitated the Town-wide appeal and the Bridge the Gap campaign, in collaboration with 

the Vision Team.  

The Finance Team took the lead on identifying and purchasing a new computer set up for the 
office with the advent of our new Church Administrator. Thank you to consultant Dan Watts for 
guiding the purchase and setting up the system. 
We recommend that the church makes Wi-Fi available campus-wide, and Dan Watts has provided 
an estimate. 
A project still in the works is creating more transparency in our finances. Attendees of the Monthly 
Meeting have seen periodic financial updates, and the Sinful Dessert events addressed our 
financial big picture. A goal for 2019 is to institute more ways to keep the congregation abreast of 
our ongoing financial status. 
Another project to come is electronic giving. We also encourage the church to consider estate 
planning gifts, and to establish a practice around this. In light of the new role of the Finance Team, 
we should establish a new process for ongoing and future budget projections.  
Hope for the future? We wish to thank Lori Real for researching recommendations for income 
streams for the future. More to come on this. 
Thanks to the Property Team for engaging the cleaning company and thus only one check per 
month needs to be written for cleaning! They also did an amazing job at keeping maintenance 
costs down in 2018. 
Thank you to Ellie Grande, Deb Dow, and the Thrift Shop Advisory Team for the smooth running 
and growth of the New Life Thrift Shop this past year. Where would we be without the Thrift Shop 
and its amazing volunteers? 
And thank you to the congregation for pledging, contributing and supporting our church this past 
year. We all appreciate your giving, both financially and with your time, energy, and expertise. We 
pray for our congregation to flourish with people, talents, and service, and to flourish financially, so 
that we can support continued outreach and internal growth. 
2018 Finance Team 
Heidi Edwards Dunn, Lead 
Susan Gauthier 
Ellie Grande, Bookkeeper and Treasurer 
Lisa Hustis 
Karen Landes, Assistant Treasurer 
John Weber 
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Treasurer’s Report 
 

At the end of 2018 our TD Bank accounts showed the following balances: 
 

Church checking                 $12094.59 
 Memorial acct.  #117414       $2193.33 

 Capital Improvement                        $6487.17 
 New Life Thrift Shop                      $2455.11 
 Thrift Shop CD                              $5047.05 

 
 We sent monies to the following: 

 NH Conference UCC to support wider missions and the work of the conference 

 Basic support               $2500.00 

 Strengthen the World                 $131.00  
 Neighbors in Need                         $146.00 
 OGHS                                                 $744.77 

 
 We also made the following donations: 

 Claire’s Kids                       $384.39 
    ----------------------------------------   
      TOTAL                  $3906.16 

  
 Our Interest/Dividends including our Consolidated Investments totaled 
  $11804.89 

 
. 

   Thank you for your stewardship and support. 
 
 Ellie Grande 

 Treasurer/Bookkeeper 
 

 
 
 

2019 Proposed Budget Report 

  
2019 Proposed 

 
2018 Actual 

 
2017 Actual 

INCOME 
      

Contributions 
      

Stewardship Pledges 
 
$63,000 

 
$69,346 

 
$82,953 

Maundy Thursday/Easter/Thanksgiving 
 
$1,000 

 
$1,116 

 
$657 

Loose Collections 
 
$15,000 

 
$14,607 

 
$14,331 

Donations/Gifts 
 
$9,000 

 
$11,808 

 
$1,598 
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Christmas Eve 
 
$2,000 

 
$1,792 

 
$1,117 

Total 
 
$90,000 

 
$98,669 

 
$100,656 

Fundraiser 
      

Event 
 
$3,000 

 
$26 

 
$1,667 

Golf Tournament 
 
$2,500 

 
$2,598 

 
$2,746 

Other 
 
$1,000 

 
$666 

 
$274 

Total 
 
$6,500 

 
$3,290 

 
$4,687 

Earned 
      

Interest & Dividends 
 
$1,500 

 
$1,448 

 
$1,008 

Building Use 
 
$9,000 

 
$8,054 

 
$6,300 

Total 
 
$10,500 

 
$9,502 

 
$7,308 

Other 
      

Misc Insurance ref/init envs/etc. 
 
$150 

 
$166 

 
$6,016 

Thrift Shop - Net earnings 
 
$32,000 

 
$38,500 

 
$26,500 

Total 
 
$32,150 

 
$38,666 

 
$32,516 

Total INCOME 
 
$139,150 

 
$150,127 

 
$145,167 

EXPENSES 
      

Mission 
      

UCC Basic Support 
 
$2,500 

 
$2,500 

 
$3,500 

Delegate Expen 
 
$300 

 
$0 

 
$150 

World Service 
 
$0 

 
$82 

 
$1,000 

Total 
 
$2,800 

 
$2,582 

 
$4,650 

WORSHIP TEAM 
      

Supplies worship team 
 
$150 

 
$15 

 
$170 

Total 
 
$150 

 
$15 

 
$170 

EDUCATION 
      

Curriculum & supplies 
 
$500 

 
$529 

 
$524 

Nursery Care 
 
$700 

 
$616 

 
$735 

Youth Group 
 
$1,000 

   
$21 

Sunday School Sup Sal 
 
$2,880 

 
$2,880 

 
$2,880 

Screen Policy 
 
$400 

 
$525 

 
$0 

Youth Group 
 
$1,000 

 
$0 

  
Total 

 
$6,480 

 
$4,550 

 
$4,161 

Music       

Music Dir Salary 
 
$12,000 

 
$12,760 

 
$14,163 

January Sub Music 
 
$0 

 
$1,100 

 
$1,100 

Sub Pianist 
 
$500 

 
$900 

 
$325 

Instrument Maintenance 
 
$360 

 
$360 

 
$230 

Special Music 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$250 

Music Library 
 
$100 

 
$0 

  
Long term maint 

 
$0 

 
$0 
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Total 
 
$12,960 

 
$15,120 

 
$16,068 

VISION TEAM 
      

Off Envelopes 
   

$129 
 
$138 

Search Team Expense 
 
$700 

 
$0 

 
$0 

Total 
 
$700 

 
$129 

 
$138 

Pastoral Compensation 
      

Pastor Salary 
 
$40,000 

 
$40,000 

 
$30,737 

Pastor SS 
 
$4,208 

 
$4,208 

 
$2,734 

Dental 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$540 

Ann & Fam Pr 
 
$7,700 

 
$10,567 

 
$3,850 

Health Insurance 
 
$10,000 

 
$10,993 

 
$10,714 

Continuing Education 
 
$0 

   
$135 

Disability Term Life 
 
$825 

 
$1,034 

 
$842 

Total 
 
$62,733 

 
$66,802 

 
$49,552 

Pastoral Work Expenses 
      

Discretionary Fund 
 
$650 

 
$639 

 
$563 

Auto Expense 
 
$375 

 
$356 

 
$915 

Pastors programs 
 
$250 

 
$218 

 
$329 

Books 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$15 

Sabbatical Fund 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$0 

Substitute Pulpit 
 
$600 

 
$525 

 
$2,046 

Total 
 
$1,875 

 
$1,738 

 
$3,869 

Administration 
      

Admin Asst/Church Admin. 
 
$9,360 

 
$3,856 

 
$4,137 

Treas/Bkpr Salary - church 
 
$7,464 

 
$9,464 

 
$9,464 

Thrift Shop Coordinator 
 
$2,000 

 
$2,000 

  
Social Security offset 

 
$3,100 

 
$2,890 

 
$3,164 

Tech subscriptions 
 
$1,500 

 
$110 

  
Safe Deposit Box 

 
$0 

 
$54 

 
$64 

Office Equipment 
 
$1,900 

 
$1,921 

 
$1,838 

Staff Development 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$0 

Search Committee 
 
$500 

 
$0 

  
UCC Per Capita Dues 

 
$1,300 

 
$1,548 

 
$1,411 

Office Supplies 
 
$1,300 

 
$1,174 

 
$1,829 

Postage 
 
$800 

 
$1,007 

 
$813 

Total 
 
$29,224 

 
$24,024 

 
$22,720 

Church & Parish Hall Bldgs & Grounds 
      

Cleaning Service 
 
$8,040 

 
$6,467 

 
$5,843 

Fuel Oil 
 
$10,000 

 
$11,493 

 
$5,895 

Electricity 
 
$2,000 

 
$2,065 

 
$2,070 
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Water & Sew 
 
$1,700 

 
$1,709 

 
$1,576 

Insurance 
 
$10,000 

 
$9,369 

 
$8,952 

Church-Office-Parish Telephone & Internet 
 
$1,700 

 
$1,756 

 
$1,901 

Plow/Shovel/Mowing 
 
$2,300 

 
$1,221 

 
$1,911 

Trash Removal 
 
$540 

 
$733 

 
$485 

Fire System Maintenance 
 
$2,500 

 
$2,415 

 
$761 

Repairs & Maintenance 
 
$6,000 

 
$2,448 

 
$3,872 

Cleaning Supplies 
 
$0 

 
$577 

 
$454 

Rug Cleaning 
 
$0 

 
$0 

 
$0 

Mortgage 
 
$4,908 

 
$4,908 

 
$4,907 

Total 
 
$49,688 

 
$45,161 

 
$38,627 

Parsonage B&G 
      

Propane 
 
$400 

 
$368 

 
$340 

Parsonage Sew Water 
 
$810 

 
$808 

 
$1,098 

Parsonage Oil 
 
$2,200 

 
$1,959 

 
$789 

Parsonage Elec 
 
$400 

 
$364 

 
$448 

Parsonage Telephone/Internet 
 
$1,125 

 
$1,120 

 
$564 

Plow/Shovel/Mowing 
 
$1,000 

    
Parsonage repairs & Maintenance 

 
$1,250 

 
$679 

 
$997 

Total 
 
$7,185 

 
$5,298 

 
$4,236 

Other 
      

Coffee hour & supplies 
 
$500 

 
$241 

 
$187 

Parsonage exp - ins reimb 
     

$5,008 

Other 
      

Total 
 
$500 

 
$241 

 
$5,195 

       
TOTAL Expense 

 
$174,295 

 
$165,660 

 
$149,386 

TOTAL Income 
 
$139,150 

 
$150,127 

 
$145,167 

Proposed Profit/Loss 
 
($35,145) 

 
($15,534) 

 
($4,219) 

Endowment Draw 
 
$7,500 

 
$7,500 

 
$7,500 

Profit/Loss 
 
($27,645) 

 
($8,034) 

 
$3,281 
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